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From The President
The world’s sporting spectacle, the
Olympics, have come and gone (I hope
your country of allegiance did you
proud) but my sporting world is just
getting around to its busiest time, the
NFL. This is the time of the year that
my work hours steal away my bullet
room time, but it’s all cyclical and the
rewards of my work usually supports
my “silly” hobby!
The ECRA show is upon us and I
jealously wish our European compadres
the best of a show. My career choice
has always precluded me from that
travel freedom. I hope for some wonderful pictures (color!) to grace a coming Journal’s pages and maybe a western traveler will bring a few treasures
back to my side of the pond!
Color? How nice is the additional
color throughout the Journal? It gets
better each issue and will continue to
as YOU provide color photos to Chris
Punnett to further prove the IAA Journal as the gold standard of cartridge
collecting publications. I would be remiss not to appeal for any, and all articles, (long, short and in-between), that
Chris can expertly assist you in editing.
Your IAA is doing well. Our IAA
tax status has been a bane for our appointed Treasurer Lew Curtis as he goes
through the arduous task of fulfilling the
steps to re-establish our IRS tax exempt
status (we inadvertently let it expire).
As we get up to speed with the stipulations of our (hopefully) re-granted tax
exempt status we could face some required financial/operational changes,
(such as limits of profits beyond a set
point). This could force some SLICS
IAA auction changes (I have fielded
some calls) and I can only “stay tuned”
as Lew and “Uncle Sam” come to an
understanding. If Lew could have redirected his time and effort he has spent

on this endeavor, he could have added
chapters to a cartridge book or designed
the mother of all cartridge displays.
Thanks Lew, it will not be the last time
we say it.
It is a rare Journal that does not
mention the passing of one of our IAA
Brethren. Losing the iconic Otto Witt
was sad news but there was a bright spot
shone on it by another iconic member,
John Moss, when he made a donation
in Otto’s name to the IAA. Thanks be
to you Mr. Moss.
I had a fleeting thought the other
day while mowing the lawn. We all
have cartridges out of a “dime box” but
if, and when, we buy/trade for a really
“good” (rare) specimen it will likely
always be a really good/rare specimen.
Maybe that does not justify spending a
lot of money on an addition for your
collection, but pondering that made me
appreciate the first $100 cartridge I ever
bought. It is worth all of that today, if
not 2-3 times more.
Enjoy the hunt as its pleasure often
outweighs the find!
......... Pepper Burruss

* * CORRECTION * *
In issue #484, page 29, we showed
a postcard of the offices of the
Rockdale Powder Company of
Pennsylvania. Barb Trump (the undisputed expert on this company)
was forced to point out that your
editor had miss-spelled the company
name on the caption. The editor
apologizes profusely and hopes the
error will not prevent Barb from
writing the definitive article on the
company in question!
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The Humane Coyote Getter and Its Cartridge by Matt Beach
A patent for ‘Poison Cartridge’ shown by John Kuntz in
his Patents and Trademarks section of Journal 486 prompted
me to finalize this article that I have been researching for the
last year or so.
Throughout the years there have been many techniques,
ideas and inventions used in the control of pest animals or in
the pursuit of meat and fur for profit. The control of predators has been particularly well investigated with the use of
firearm, trap, poison and a variety of other lethal and non
lethal techniques. One such device, which became known
as the Humane Coyote Getter is of interest due to its use of
specially loaded .38 Special cartridges.
Ethel P Marlman of Las Animas, Colorado filed a patent
claim on Dec. 29 1934 describing a device for “Killing fur
bearing animals” which was granted Oct. 27 1936 (Pat No.
2059127). An improved version was filed in 1939 and granted
Patent No. 2145488. In 1938, a claim for the poison mixture
and cartridge used in the device was filed by Ethel Marlman
under the name “The Humane Fur Getter, Inc”. This was
granted Patent Number 2166168 on July 18 1939 (Fig. 1).
Although the patent documents were submitted by Ethel
Marlman, the invention is credited to her husband Fred.
The basic concept of the Humane Fur Getter (later and
more popularly known as the Coyote Getter) involved a trigger and firing mechanism (Fig 2) that fired a .38 Special

Figure 2. Coyote Getter firing mechanism.
Cocked on left, fired on right.

Figure 3. Coyote Getter components. 1 Stake.
Figure 1. Patent document detailing “poison mixture for trap-gun
cartridges”. Cropped and rearranged for space considerations.
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2 Firing mechanism. 3 Shell holder.
4 Poison cartridge. 5 Setting tools
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cartridge loaded with Sodium Cyanide or a similar poison.
A lure or bait was attached to the “shell holder” which was
essentially the chamber that held the cartridge before being
screwed on to the trigger assembly. The entire assembly is
shown in Fig 3. The whole assembly was then attached to a
tree or stake in a location where the target animal would find
and investigate the bait head. A number of devices were set
and left for fur bearing animals to pull at the bait resulting in
the device firing the poison mixture directly into their mouth.
The patents mention animals as diverse as the weasel and
wolf but the coyote became the main target for the device
along with foxes and wolves.
By the 1940s use of the Coyote Getter had become widespread across Western USA by both private and Government
trappers for fur harvesting and predator-control programs.
Sometime before September 1944 (based on a dated cartridge
box shown in Fig 4) the company changed name to The Humane Coyote Getter, Inc. and later moved to Pueblo, Colorado. Several other competing devices were developed in
the 40s, 50s and 60s but none proved to be as effective or
popular as the original invention.
The poison cartridge patent details some interesting insight into the poison mixture used. The active ingredient is
“preferably sodium or potassium cyanide” and is mixed with
an anti-caking agent such as magnesium oxide. The patent
document also covers the problem of the animal getting a
fright from the cartridge firing and then running a distance
before succumbing to the poison resulting in a fur that could
not be recovered. The solution to this problem was “to produce a poison mixture that shall contain a powerful oral irritant, such as capsicum, which will cause the animal to stop
and attempt to remove this from its mouth and thus preventing it from getting too far away from the trap by the time that
death overtakes it.” I am not sure if the cartridges were actually produced with capsicum or if it was found to be ineffective or not required. I certainly found no reference to it in
other sources.
The original .38 Special cartridges used in the Coyote
Getter were obtained from Marlmans Company but I am not
sure if they were loaded by them or sourced from elsewhere.
While I have not seen the cartridges myself, they are recorded
as usually having standard-length nickel cases. The patent
document shows a small powder charge followed by a thin
wad. The poison mixture was placed over the wad and topped
by another wad and sealed with bees wax or paraffin for
weatherproofing.
An example of the Marlman - Humane Coyote Getter,
Inc. packaging was posted on the IAA Forum by Ron Merchant (Fig 4). As the pictures show, it is simply an overlabel glued onto a commercial Western box of the era. It is
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dated SEP 1944 and remarkably shows little in the way of
warnings considering the toxicity of the contents.
Government trappers became dissatisfied with the
Marlman-made cartridges so the Department of Agriculture
(USDA) began making its own cartridges at the Pocatello
Supply Depot (PSD) in Idaho. Between July 1946 and January 1962 royalties of 1¢ per cartridge were paid on over 2.5
million cartridges. The royalties stopped when the patent
ran out but the PSD continued loading the cartridges until
July 1969. I have not found details of whether Marlman
continued to market cartridges to the public and if so, until
what date.
The Coyote Getter cartridge had reliability problems
throughout its working life which were mostly related to the

Figure 4.
Commercial Coyote Getter cartridge box by Humane Coyote
Getter Inc. Photos courtesy of
Ron Merchant
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effects of weather on the set devices. Rain, snow, frost, heat
and humidity are, not surprisingly, bad for cartridge reliability. Caking of the poison mixture and misfires were common problems. Over the years there were a number of studies and modifications to the cartridges. The original Marlman
sealant was beeswax and later roofing tar which was also
used by the PSD from at least the early 60s until they ceased
production in 1969. A 1958 study recommended a plastic
coating for the cartridges in order to better seal them although
I have found no evidence of this being put into production.
The actual poison load must have changed over the years
since one official report listed “0.94 grams of a mixture of
82.61% NaCN and 17.39% inert ingredients” while the label reproduced below (Fig 5) states 86.96% Sodium Cyanide, 13.04% Inert ingredients. There was also a PSD “Pepper Load” containing fine ground black pepper instead of
the poison mixture for training dogs to avoid the cyanide
guns.
During the late 1960s a number of states began to outlaw the Coyote Getter due to safety concerns and development of a replacement device was initiated. US Federal control programs officially stopped using the Coyote Getter in
November 1970. Other users also stopped using them as
most, if not all jurisdictions banned their use during that period and following years. There were many recorded incidents involving Coyote Getters that ultimately led to the banning of the device and adoption of a safer alternative.
There is one recorded death from the accidental discharge
of a Coyote Getter in 1966. A Texas surveyor touched a
privately set Coyote Getter which fired into his hand. He
received medical treatment but did not realize that the device had fired cyanide. He died three hours after the incident. A 15 year old boy lost an eye after kicking a set device
in North Dakota during 1959 and a government employee
also received facial lacerations after accidentally kicking a
Coyote Getter in Colorado.
The replacement device became known as the M44 ejector (the new cyanide capsule was of .44 inch diameter, the M

may be an abbreviation of the word Model or designating
the “mechanical” method of firing but it was not originally
the official designation). The new safer device utilized a
spring-loaded plunger and a plastic-type cyanide capsule
(Fig 6). Further developments have continued and different
versions of the M44 are currently in use in a number of countries but since they don’t use any cartridges I will not detail
them here other than to describe the cartridge-like poison
capsule.
The most commonly found version is a plastic white
coloured shell with thick rim. IAA Forum member, Gerald
Ross, provided details of another version made from slightly
translucent green plastic and a thinner rim. Both have a
“double US” headstamp (Fig 7). Poison loaded capsules
may have a small warning label attached and will be sealed
at either end with wax/glue.
Pete deCoux provided information that both were produced by CCI for the PSD. The green version ca. 1969 and
the white version is a later design. The white version is still
in use and may be found empty or loaded with poisons including cyanide and 1080 (sodium monofluoroacetate). I
also have an example loaded with a special non-toxic dye,
rhodamine b, for research trial use. While I am not sure if
these capsules could be classed as ammunition, they may be
seen in collections or swaps boxes.
Plastic M44 capsule details:
1. Hard green plastic
Case length = 26.74mm (1.053ins)
Rim dia. = 12.88mm (0.507ins)
Rim thickness = 1.66mm (0.065ins)
Case dia.= 10mm inside dia. (0.394ins)
11.38mm outside dia. (0.448ins)
“Primer pocket” = tapered 9.56mm to 6.66mm.
(0.376ins to 0.262ins)
2. Softer white plastic case with thick rim (3.14mm 0.124ins).
Other measurements as above.

Figure 5. Reproduction of USDA, Pocatello Supply Depot label attached to plain grey cardboard box holding 50 shells.
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I have one variation of
Coyote Getter Cartridge packaging made by the PSD (reproduced in Fig 5) and have poor
quality pictures of two variations other than the commercial Humane Coyote Getter
Co. box pictured. One has an
official-looking label in a similar style to the PSD label
which looks like another Government-made load. The other
Figure 6. M44 capsule picis a white cardboard tube of
tured next to .38 Special case.
approximately 10cm diameter
and 18cm length with metal
cap on one end and screw-off metal cap at the other. The
words SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION are visible in black
and POISON in larger red print.
The poison contained in the Coyote Getter cartridges
is extremely lethal, great care should be taken in the handling of any suspected loads or packaging. The poison
contained in a single cartridge is more than enough to kill a
healthy adult in a matter of minutes. It is reported that mois-

ture converts the powder to cyanide gas that is deadly if inhaled
so washing the poison away is not
a safe option. Even skin contact
with the powder will result in
severe symptoms. Possession of
the poison may be illegal in some
jurisdictions and disposal will be
subject to State or Federal hazardous substance Laws.

Figure 7 Headstamp of
M44 ejector capsules.

As the original cartridge-firing device was never used here in Australia, examples of
cartridges or packaging are virtually non existent in collections or waiting to be discovered tucked away next to a pile
of rusty old traps in a trappers cabin. I would really like to
see other examples of Coyote Getter Cartridges and packaging either for trade or simply to document their existence.
Canada also used these devices as I recently saw pictures of
Coyote Getter warning signs from Alberta. There may even
be similar loads produced in Africa for their own version of
the coyote getter used to control jackals.
I can be contacted via email: alpinehunter@iinet.net.au

Otto Witt
Otto Witt passed away in the evening of Friday June 1st while working on his
cartridge collection. He was 94. He leaves behind his wife: Rose, son: John,
daughter: Jean, and the grand-kids: Megan and Tory. For the last few years it
was John who drove Otto to the shows, his last one being St. Louis in April.
Our condolences go to all of them.
The IAA Journal editor could fill the pages of this issue with tributes, accolades and remembrances of Otto but Otto was an incredibly modest and unassuming guy and would have been embarrassed by anything so ostentatious. It
was typical of the man that his wishes were that there would be no funeral
service or memorial.
For most collectors, his legacy is his regular column in the IAA Journal and his books on the 38 and 357 headstamps. But
you could go anywhere in the world and people knew who Otto Witt was even if they had never met him: The 38 Special
Man - always willing to share information, always glad to help out with an article or an image of a headstamp. Perhaps less
known was his love of .22 and 6mm headstamps.
For those who knew Otto personally, his legacy includes the memories of the things that made him the character that he
was: the twinkle in his eye as he traded barbs and friendly insults; the swift swivel of his eye-glass magnifier if he spotted
something interesting; the wave of his hand as he dismissed your attempts to pay him for something he had found for your
collection; and, if you were lucky enough to find something he really needed for his own collection, the look of excitement and wonderment on his face !
We will remember Ot with a smile.
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Collector Cartridge Prices
Robert F. Cameron
14597 Glendale Ave., S.E.
Prior Lake, MN 55372

Inch Rimfire Cartridges
In this revised list, cartridges which are commonly seen and are more plentiful, who’s prices
are generally below $3.00, have been omitted
to save space. We have attempted to list specimens that are not often found. Thank You to
those that reviewed this list and made it as accurate as possible.
14 Alton Jones ........................................ 25.00
177 High Standard Exper. ......................... 50.00
22 BB Cap, Rsd H or US ............................ 3.00
22 CB Cap, Rsd US .................................... 3.00
22 Govt Spl. ............................................ 3.00
22 Short, NHS, S&W mfg, ....................... 10.00
22 Short, NHS, Ethan Allen mfg ............... 10.00
22 Short, NHS, New York Metallic,
pimple head ...................................... 15.00
22 Short, NHS, Hall & Hubbard mfg ......... 6.00
22 Short, NHS, Smith, Hall & Farmer mfg . 6.00
22 Short, Eley dished base ........................ 10.00
22 Short, Merwin’s Patent ...................... 500.00
22 Short, Rsd A, H or US ........................... 5.00
22 Short, Rsd P or U ................................... 5.00
22 Short, Rsd A&W .................................. 30.00
22 Short, Rsd G ....................................... 60.00
22 Short, Rsd W ........................................ NRS
22 Short, no h/s, slight dish,
A.S. Warner .......................................40.00
22 Short, Imp. G (Gambles) ........................ 5.00
22 Short, Imp. N (National) ........................ 5.00
22 Long, Rsd A.......................................... 5.00
22 Long, Rsd U or H ...............................10.00
22 Long, Imp. F (Federal), CWS case ......... 7.00
22 Long, Imp. G (Gambles) ........................ 5.00
22 Long, Maltese Cross h/s ......................... 4.00
22 Long Shot, Rsd A .................................. 3.00
22 Long Shot, Wood sabot, Imp. U ............10.00
22 Long or LR, English Proof Load,
Imp. U, 1.154" ................................. 10.00
22 LR, F (Federal), BWS case .................... 5.00
22 LR, F (Federal), Zinc coated steel
or CWS case ....................................... 5.00
22 LR, G (Gambles) .................................. 5.00
22 LR, H, Proof Load ................................. 3.00
22 LR, K.(dot) ......................................... 5.00
22 LR, KN (in can) ..................................... 7.00
22 LR, U, FMJ T42 ..................................... 4.00
22 LR, UMC S&W Long, Imp. U ............. 25.00
22 LR, Flechette ...................................... 65.00
25-22 Win. Experimental, 1 1/8" case ....... 35.00
25 Bacon & Bliss, NHS, by C&T ................ 6.00
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Dale J. Hedlund
Monticello, MN

25 Bacon & Bliss, Rsd h/s .......................... 3.00
25 Stevens Long Shot, Wood sabot ............. 6.00
25 Mossberg Mosket Shot, U,
5 petal rose crimp ............................. 20.00
267 Rem. Exper., U or P ........................... 30.00
267 Rem. Exper., Proof load ..................... 35.00
267 Rem. Exper., Dummy,
HS: U around 6 in 267 .................... 20.00
267 Rem. Exper., Steel case..................... 300.00
267 Rem. Exper., Brass case ......................80.00
30 Short, NHS, by CTM ............................ 5.00
30 Short, NHS, by Ethan Allen ................. 15.00
30 Short, NHS, by Hall & Hubbard ............ 8.00
30 Short, NHS, by H.C.Lombard .............. 20.00
30 Short, Rsd H or US ................................ 4.00
30 Short, Rsd P or U ................................10.00
30 Short, Rsd W (Warner) ....................... 175.00
30 Short or Long blanks ............................. 6.00
30 Long, Merwin’s Patent ........................ 30.00
30 Long, Rsd H or US ................................ 4.00
30 Long, Rsd P ......................................... 8.00
310 Eley Dished Base ............................... 50.00
310 Rem Shot ........................................... 1.00
31 Vase Base, Imp. HB ........................... 200.00
32 Ex. Short, Rsd H ............................... 10.00
32 Ex. Short, Rsd U ................................. 25.00
32 Ex. Short, Imp. h/s ................................. 3.00
32 Ex. Short, Imp. D ................................ 20.00
32 Short, Merwin’s Patent ........................ 35.00
32 Short, NHS, by Ethan Allen ................. 12.00
32 Short, Rsd A, H or US ........................... 4.00
32 Short, Rsd P ....................................... 10.00
32 Short, Rsd U ....................................... 12.00
32 Short, Rsd A&W ................................. 25.00
32 Short, Rsd G ....................................... 50.00
32 Short, Imp. C ...................................... 25.00
32 Short, Imp. L ..................................... 250.00
32 Short, Maltese Cross ........................... 15.00
32 Short, Explosive, Milbank primed ..... 200.00
32 Long, Merwin’s Patent ...................... 125.00
32 Long, NHS, S&W No. 2 ......................10.00
32 Long, NHS, SH&F, NYM,
Wm. Irving ...................................... 15.00
32 Long, Rsd A, H, or US ........................... 4.00
32 Long, Rsd P or U.................................. 10.00
32 Long, Imp. L ....................................... 55.00
32 Long, Explosive, by UMC,
NHS (S-29-2) .................................. 35.00
32 Long, Multiball by AMC, NHS ............ 40.00
32 Long Rifle, Imp. U or H ......................... 5.00
32 Long Rifle, H with Knurled Cannulure.25.00
32 Ex. Long Wesson ................................. 30.00
32 Ex. Long, Rsd H or US .......................... 6.00
32 Ex. Long, Rsd U .................................. 10.00

John F. Kuntz
132 Balsam Dr.,
Miles City, MT 59301
32 Ex. Long Shot, Wood Sabot, Imp. U ...... 4.00
32 Ex. Long Shot, Purple Paper, NHS ..... 35.00
32 Swiss Special, NHS (D V.II-148) ......... 20.00
35 Allen Rifle ........................................ 10.00
350 “Systems Sharps”,
Rsd D (S-70-4) ................................. 20.00
37 Win. Exper. Shot, Brass case, NHS ..... 35.00
38 Short, Rsd A, H or US ........................... 4.00
38 Short, Rsd P or U ................................ 10.00
38 Short, LH ......................................... 100.00
38 Short, Imp. R ...................................... 50.00
38 Short, Multiball by Phoenix, NHS ....... 40.00
38 Prescott, no h/s, by C&T....................... 15.00
38 Long, Multiball by AMC, NHS ............ 25.00
38 Long, NHS, by E.A., H&H .................. 15.00
38 Long, Rsd H or US ................................ 4.00
38 Long, Rsd P ........................................ 15.00
38 Long, Imp. CDL .................................. 25.00
38 Long, Explosive by UMC, NHS .......... 35.00
38 Long Ballard, 1.00" cs, Mason ............. 25.00
38 Long Ballard, 1.13" cs, NYM .............. 25.00
38 Ex. Long, Rsd h/s ............................... 15.00
38 Ex. Long, Imp. h/s ................................ 6.00
38 Allen, .925" case .................................. 25.00
41 Short, NHS, by E.A., CDL,
Leet & Goff ..................................... 15.00
41 Short, Rsd H or US .............................. 8.00
41 Short, Rsd P or U ................................ 30.00
41 Short, Rsd W ........................................ VRS
41 Short, Imp. CDL .................................. 50.00
41 Short Shot, Paper bullet, E h/s ............. 10.00
41 Long, Rsd H or US ............................... 5.00
41 Long, Rsd P ........................................ 15.00
41 Long, Rsd U ........................................ 20.00
41 Ex. Long, Rsd US ............................. 225.00
41 Swiss, Imp. h/s ..................................... 5.00
41 Swiss, Rsd C ........................................ 6.00
41 Swiss, Rsd H ....................................... 60.00
41 Swiss - also see 10.4 X 38R Vetterli
42 F&W No. 64, NHS by F&W or E.A. ..... 8.00
42 F&W No. 64, Rsd US ........................... 8.00
42 F&W No. 64, Imp. U ............................. 6.00
44 Short, .630" cs, Imp. CDL .................... 50.00
44 Short, Rsd H or US ............................... 6.00
44 Short, Rsd U ...................................... 200.00
44 Short, Blank, Rsd H ..........................25.00
44 Short Blank, Rsd US.............................. 6.00
44 Short Shot, wood sabot U ...................... 6.00
44 Henry Ptd, NHS by E.A. ..................... 85.00
44 Henry Ptd, Rsd H or US ....................... 30.00
44 Henry Ptd, Imp. CDL ........................... 75.00
44 Henry Ptd, Imp. h/s and No h/s ............ 25.00
44 Henry Flat, SC, NHS ........................... 30.00
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44 Henry Flat, SC,
NHS by Ethan Allen ........................ 50.00
44 Henry Flat, SC,
NHS by Hall & Hubbard .................. 35.00
44 Henry Flat, SC, Rsd BB ....................... 75.00
44 Henry Flat, SC, Rsd C ........................ 125.00
44 Henry Flat, SC, Rsd H or US ............... 35.00
44 Henry Flat, SC, Rsd L&K .................. 150.00
44 Henry Flat, SC, Rsd P .......................... 65.00
44 Henry Flat, SC, Rsd S.A,
empty case ....................................... 65.00
44 Henry Flat, SC, Rsd U ......................... 45.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd A .......................150.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd BB ....................... 75.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd E ......................... 60.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd H or US ............... 25.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd H, Ira Paine .......... 45.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd H (Hirtenberger),
Brass ............................................. 300.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd H (Hirtenberger),
Copper ........................................... 300.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd P ........................ 400.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd S.A,
empty case ......................................... 60.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Rsd U ....................... 150.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Imp. SB
(Sellier&Bellot), Copper ................ 200.00
44 Henry Flat, LC, Imp. h/s ...................... 25.00
44 Henry, Explosive bullet ....................... 65.00
44 Henry, Function Dummy,
Copper bullet ................................. 350.00
44 Henry Shot, Extended case .................. 30.00
44 Henry Shot, Wood sabot ...................... 40.00
44 Long, .950" cs, Explosive bullet .......... 50.00
44 Long, .950" cs, Imp. h/s ........................ 5.00
44 Long, NHS by Ethan Allen .................. 25.00
44 Long, NHS by Hall & Hubbard ............ 15.00
44 Long, Rsd H & US .............................. 10.00
44 Long, Rsd U .....................................100.00
44 Long, CDL ........................................ 300.00
44 Long Shot, Wood sabot, Imp. U ............. 5.00
44 Long Shot, Extended case ..................... 7.00
44 Howard, NHS, by C.T,M. .................... 80.00
44 Howard, 1.06" cs, Rsd H ...................... 15.00
44 Howard, Rsd U ................................. 450.00
44 Howard, Imp. U .................................. 45.00
44 Howard, Imp. h/s and NHS .................. 15.00
44 Howard, Shot, Green Paper, Rsd H .... 140.00
44 Howard, Shot, by Phoenix ................... 90.00
44 Howard, Shot, Double length ............ 250.00
44 Robinson, 1.10" cs, Rsd US ............... 125.00
44 Ballard, 1.12" cs, Rsd P or US .............. 30.00
44 Ballard, NHS by NYM & HWM ......... 20.00
44 Ex. Long, 1.50" cs, NHS ...................... 10.00
44 Ex. Long, Rsd U ................................. 20.00
440 Eley, NHS ......................................... 15.00
440 Eley, Rsd h/s ..................................... 25.00
442 Eley, NHS ......................................... 15.00
442 Eley, Rsd h/s...................................... 25.00
45 Danish, NHS, UMC mfg ...................... 40.00
45 Danish - also see 11.7 X 42R Danish
Remington
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46 Extra Short, Rsd H .............................. 45.00
46 Short, NHS .......................................... 8.00
46 Short, Rsd H ....................................... 15.00
46 Rem. Carbine, Imp. CDL ..................... 75.00
46 Rem. Carbine, Imp. CTM .................... 15.00
46 Rem. Carbine, Imp. U and NHS ............. 6.00
46 Long, 1.25" cs, .................................... 10.00
46 Ex. Long, by UMC ............................. 45.00
46 Ex. Long, U, Board Dummy .............. 700.00
45-45 Peabody, NHS ............................ 600.00
45-60 Peabody, NHS .............................. 200.00
45-70 Peabody, NHS .............................. 500.00
50-45 Peabody, NHS .............................. 150.00
50-50 Peabody, NHS .............................. 100.00
50-60 Peabody, NHS ............................... 45.00
50-60 Peabody, 50 CAL h/s .................... 350.00
50-70 Peabody, NHS ............................ 1000.00
50-60-500 Exper. .................................... 65.00
50 Rem. Pistol, NHS .............................. 125.00
50 Rem. Pistol, Imp. U ........................... 100.00
50 Rem. Pistol, Naval Academy ............. 150.00
50 Warner Carbine, by CDL ................... 250.00
50-70 Govt., NHS .................................. 65.00
50-70 Govt., U, Board Dummy ............... 750.00
56-46 Spencer, NHS ................................ 15.00
56-46 Spencer, Rsd H .............................. 15.00
56-46 Spencer, Rsd US ........................... 35.00
56-46 Spencer, Imp. CDL ........................ 55.00
56-46 Spencer, Imp. FVVCO ................... 30.00
56-46 Spencer, Long, Short Neck ........... 180.00
56-46 Spencer, Long, Long Neck ........... 100.00
56-46 Spencer, Short, Short Neck,
FVVCO (S-53-1) ............................. 45.00
56-46 Spencer, Shot, U, Wood Sabot ...... 200.00
56-50 Spencer, Rsd H ............................... 10.00
56-50 Spencer, Rsd U ............................. 200.00
56-50 Spencer, Rsd US ............................ 50.00
56-50 Spencer, Rsd SAW ....................... 125.00
56-50 Spencer, Imp. h/s ............................10.00
56-50 Spencer, Imp. FVVCO ................... 40.00
56-50 Spencer, Large Imp. JG ................ 150.00
56-50 Spencer, Imp. 50 Cal .................... 275.00
56-50 Spencer, Full circle crimp ............. 400.00
56-52 Spencer, average ............................. 8.00
56-52 Spencer, Rsd H .............................. 10.00
56-52 Spencer, Rsd U .............................. 35.00
56-52 Spencer, Rsd US ............................ 35.00
56-52 Spencer, Imp. CDL or FVVCO ...... 40.00
56-52 Spencer, French mfg ......................10.00
56-52 Spencer, Explosive ......................... 65.00

56-52 Spencer, Paper shot,
Salmon Sabot....................................45.00
56-52 Spencer, Paper shot,
Green sabot .................................... 125.00
56-52 Spencer, Double Length,
Salmon Paper Sabot ....................... 275.00
56-52 Spencer, Double Length,
Green Paper Sabot .......................... 300.00
56-56 Spencer, Rsd E ............................... 75.00
56-56 Spencer, Rsd H ............................... 15.00
56-56 Spencer, Rsd U ............................. 225.00
56-56 Spencer, Rsd US ............................ 35.00
56-56 Spencer, Belted, by DCC ................ 20.00
56-56 Spencer, Impressed h/s ................... 15.00
56-56 Spencer Blank .................................. 4.00
52 Sharps & Hankins, 1st Mod By CDL,
(so called Ballard)............................ 80.00
52 Sharps & Hankins, flat nosed bullet
(carbine) ........................................... 50.00
52 Sharps & Hankins, round nosed bullet
(rifle) ............................................... 45.00
52-70 Sharps ......................................... 135.00
54 Starr ................................................ 200.00
58 Gatling, Short .................................... 200.00
58 Gatling, Long ................................... 125.00
58 Joslyn ............................................... 75.00
58 Musket, NHS by UMC or WRA .......... 35.00
58 Musket, Imp. CDL ........................... 300.00
58 Musket, Imp. JG ............................... 250.00
58 Musket, Imp. 58 Cal .......................... 175.00
58 Musket, Board Dummy, Imp. U ........ 750.00
58 Musket Blank ....................................... 6.00
58 Montstorm, NHS ............................... 125.00
58 Roberts, Rsd H ................................ 750.00
65 Ballard, NPE Shotshell ...................... 500.00
69 C&T Conversion .................................. NRS
69 Roberts Conversion, NHS ................... NRS
1" Gatling, NHS ....................................... NRS
Note: Some items indicate reference to:
(D) Cartridges for Collectors, Volumes 1-4, by
Fred A. Datig
(H) The History and Development of Small Arms
Ammunition, Volume 1, by George A.
Hoyem;
(S) The American Cartridge, by Charles R.
Suydam.
Additional reference: The Rimfire Cartridge in
the US and Canada by John Barber.

From Jim Wise, Arizona.
These cases can be found in southern Arizona mountains in old mine
areas, cattle line camps, springs
etc.. Fun to search with a metal
detector!
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Kynoch Drawing No. 39 49 dated 12-1-98 and entitled “No 12 Grouse Matchbox”

Kynoch Matchbox by Bob Cameron

This brass cartridge looks like any normal British cartridge, but looks are deceiving. It is actually a match box not
found in many collections. Its light weight might give you a
clue that this is not a normal loaded British cartridge. Upon
pulling it apart, you will notice a scratch pad on the side for
striking the match. The Kynoch drawing for this device is
shown opposite. Leave it to the British to think of everything!

The match box was created to commemorate the visit by
the Gunmakers Association to the Kynoch Lion Works in
1899 which is in Dale Hedlund’s book, Kynoch. Price at that
time was “6s per dozen” [6 shillings per dozen].
Pictured here are two variations in my collection.
Headstamps and cases are the same, but the topcards are totally different. The first one has a very rounded edge, and
the second one is more like a normal loaded cartridge.
We would like to know if any other variations exist.
[The IAA would like to thank Bonnie Cameron without whose
help and supervision this article would not have been possible.]

From Mark Newcomer, Maine.

Extract from the drawing opposite showing the proposed
topcard (“KYNOCH’S MATCH LOADING”) and headstamp.
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“Flashrite primers”. 39 remain in wooden tray
headstamped “FLASHRITE”. Not cartridge
primers but possibly to do with photography?
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Recapping Salvaged Ammunition in WWI by Tony Edwards
Whilst searching for information on a completely different subject in British Small Arms Committee Minutes of 1917
I came across an entry concerning the recapping of salvaged
ammunition.
The Small Arms Committee (SAC) had been disbanded
on the outbreak of war in August 1914 and its responsibilities taken over mainly by the Ordnance Committee, but it
had been reformed in August 1917.
In late 1917, Minute 81 of the newly formed Committee
dealt with the recapping of small arms ammunition salvaged
from the battlefields of the Western Front. Salvage was a
matter of some concern since vast quantities of munitions of
all kind were left lying in the field after major battles which
often lasted many weeks. For example, the Canadian Corps
salvage battalions recovered nearly ten million rounds of .303
inch ammunition from the Vimy Ridge battlefield between
1st April and 18th May 1917 which was valued at more than
£50,000 (over $200,000).
The Minute described the process to recover this ammunition for future issue.
The ammunition was returned in bulk to the United Kingdom where it was hand sorted to remove foreign and damaged cartridges. It was then rumbled for ten minutes in sawdust containing about 2% nitre cake with about 4,000 cartridges per barrel. Following that treatment it was rumbled
again in clean sawdust for about 30 minutes.
The ammunition was then inspected and any obviously
damaged rounds rejected. It was at this stage that the recapping took place. The rounds were fed into a machine fitted
with cutters that revolved at 55 rpm. The exact mechanism is
unclear, but presumably the cutters were arranged to cut
around the periphery of the cap to avoid the anvil and also to
ensure the whole cap was removed. Accidental detonations
of the live rounds during this process were surprisingly infrequent, approximately 12 per 500,000 rounds decapped.
After this, the rounds were once again visually inspected
and about 15% discarded for various reasons. The rejects
were broken down for scrap.
Next the rounds were air dried for thirty minutes at 3540°C in trays containing about 36,000 rounds before being
hand fed into capping machines. It was reported that this
was a slow process as loaded rounds were harder to feed into
the machines than simply cases. Again accidental detonations were low, about 3 per 100,000 rounds.
Once the rounds were recapped they were “re-stabbed,
riveted and re-choked”. “Re-stabbing” was the process of
re-crimping the bullets into the case with the 3 x 120° neck
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slit crimps used by the British military, “riveting” meant ringcrimping the new cap and “re-choking” meant re-sizing the
cartridge neck to the bullet. There were complaints that ammunition originally made by Royal Laboratory (RL) had a
tendency for the neck to break in the dies and for occasional
explosions which slowed down production considerably.
The rounds were now ready for final inspection and repacking. They were sorted by manufacturer and date, a process which caused the women doing the work to complain of
eye strain from reading the headstamps, before being packed
in twenty lots of 1,200 rounds each.
Ammunition considered good for re-issue to units was
any made post 1914 by Greenwood & Batley, Kynoch, Eley,
Nobel Manchester, Joyce, Dominion Arsenal, Rudge
Whitworth or Royal Laboratory. Ammunition considered
only suitable for practice was any made post 1914 by Birmingham Metals, Nobel Glasgow or was indistinctly marked.
All other was discarded for scrap.
Once sorted, packed and labelled the rounds were forwarded to the Park Royal facility1, which was the Ministry
of Munitions packing and distribution depot in west London. It is unclear how this recapped ammunition was marked,
if at all, as I have never seen any packages from this period
that are marked as re-capped.
Quite how much ammunition underwent this process is
not known but obviously the savings were considered sufficient to make the whole thing worthwhile.
Footnotes
1. These building were only recently demolished and had
been used for many years as rehearsal studios for BBC
Television.

Manfred Beutter
I received a phone call from Tony Rauch informing
me that Manfred Beutter died on June 4. He had been
battling cancer.
He was a gentleman, scholar, and consummate collector. In recent years he had been auctioning a portion
of his massive collection. His four auction catalogs were
full of great information and photos of common to extremely rare specimens, particularly those from Switzerland. He was always ready to answer questions with a
smile. He will be missed by his many friends around the
world.
....... Vic Engel
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Patents and Trademarks John Kuntz
Patent 2,564,870
Aug. 21, 1951
W. Weiss, Switzerland
Assigned to Aero-Mecaniques
Explosive/Incendiary-AP Projectile

Designed for ammunition from 15-150mm caliber, this
shell has a built-in delay mechanism that allows for detonation after penetration.

Patent 2,165,263
July 11, 1939
J.M. Holm, Scotland, Assigned to ICI Ltd
Gas Cartridge

A gas cartridge used for the slow generation of gas pressure in such devices as engine starters, fire extinguishers etc.

Patent 2,353,934
July 18, 1944
J. Schreib, Maryland
Assigned to J. Onnen & F. Nagler
Cartridge

Patent 2,381,474
N.K. Turnbull, New Jersey.

Aug. 7, 1945
Tracer Bullet

This tracer projectile contains an explosive pellet whose
purpose is to eject the incandescent tracer ash so that the
tracer is completely extinguished after a specific time of
flight.

Patent 2,559,275
July 5, 1951
J.T. Brown & B.K. Daubenspeck, Delaware,
Assigned to Remington. Cellular Plastic Wad
This invention
is for a one-piece
economicallyformed, cellular
plastic wad that will
cushion the recoil
and seal gases.

Patent 2,463,154
A.J. Coppotelli, Illinois

Mar. 1, 1949
Explosive Shell

This provides for a
base-fuzed
shell of simple
construction.

Patent 2,425,418
Aug. 12, 1947
P.H. Burdett & J.H. Hodgson, Connecticut
Assigned to Remington
Incendiary/Explosive Projectile
This proposes placing the powder charge in a cellophane
wrapper to seal out moisture.
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Relates to machine
gun ammunition adapted
to ignite or explode upon
impact with, or after, penetration.
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From Stephen L. Fuller, California.
Caliber .38 Smith & Wesson Special
This is a full, 50-round box of full-metaljacket (Ball) cartridges manufactured at the
Mexican Government arsenal located at
Tacubaya, Mexico City.

At left: front and back.
Above: side panels.
Right: box ends

William G. Gessner, Sr.
From Mark Newcomer, Maine.
Winchester No. 4 primers. Unopened box label dated “109”. Note the lengthy legal statement on the back (and I
thought lawyers only got into full cry post WWII !).
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We received a message from Bill’s family that he passed
away on May 19 aged 89. No further details at this time.
Until recently, Bill was a regular at the shows on the US
East Coast - he always had some interesting cartridges on
his table and many a story about them.
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From Terry Warnock, Australia.
A couple more items from my recent US trip. At left:
the “Austria” is unusual in 24-gauge. At right: the Eley
“Ball” loading is a nice variation in 28-gauge.

The Annual Northwest Cartridge Collectors Show
Sept 8-9, 2012
Kootenai County Fairgrounds
4060 Government Way, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 83815
Set up: Saturday - 8am to 10am
Show opens: Saturday - 10am to 5pm
Sunday - 8am to 5pm
Trade Tables: $30 Display Tables: free
Cartridges and related items only
Show Chairman: Gary R. Roedl, POB 13384, Spokane, WA 99213
(509) 928-4477 email: creedmorearmory@msn.com
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Coming Events
September 8-9, 2012. Coeur d’Alene Cartridge Show.

October 19-21, 2012. Australian Cartridge Collectors

Kootenai County Fairgrounds in Coeur d’ Alene, Idaho.
Contact: Gary R. Roedl, creedmorearmory@msn.com or 509928-4477.

Association Annual General Meeting – Swap meet and auction, Pioneer Avenue, Gumly Gumly (via Wagga Wagga),
NSW. Contact: Warren Brown (02) 6962 3161 or
shotgunwazza@gmail.com

September 15-16, 2012. Kansas Cartridge Collectors
Show, Abilene, Kansas. Contact: Vic Suelter, 2185 E. Iron
Dr., Lincoln, KS 67455 (785-524-4895)

September 20-22, 2012. ECRA International Meeting at Walenstadt, Switzerland. Contact: Dimitri Goulas, +4144-920-23-93 or dgoulas@swissonline.ch

October 5-6, 2012. Ohio Cartridge Collectors Show.
Roadway Inn, Medina, Ohio. Contact: Fred Butt (740-3633954) or Keith Pagel (260-432-3515)

October 26-27, 2012. North Cartridge Show, Leroy
Sportsman Club, Leroy, Illinois. Contact: Steve Anderson
605 Meadow Lane, Leroy, Illinois 61752. (309-962-7641)
And beyond..........

March 27-30, 2013
St. Louis International Cartridge Show.
April 16-19, 2014
St. Louis International Cartridge Show.
April 1-4, 2015
St. Louis International Cartridge Show.

From Tanis Schisler, Ontario.
An “inside-out box” of .22 Savage High
Power proof rounds from Canadian Industries Limited, Montreal. A regular commercial .22 Savage box has been folded
inside out and used for High Pressure Test
rounds - a not uncommon practice.
The rounds have nickel cases with red lacquered bullets and case heads. Headstamp
is DOMINION 22 SAV.
Base of carton is stamped as below with
the “BBFC” indicating manufacture on
Feb. 26, 1964.

From Claus Marzen, Virginia.
A full box of Swiss 7.5mm Model 82
revolver cartridges.
Contents headstamped D 5 T 60
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Clip Art by Claus Marzen

BRITAIN / NEW ZEALAND - Enfield, Mk IV (4), Late Style, .303" Rimmed, 5-round, reversible charger. One-piece steel, 4 side holes, punch-type stops. Left Britain, M/175, M. Meyers & Sons, phos. finish. Center - Britain, TF&S 4, Thomas French & Sons, phos. Right - New Zealand, NE, National Electric Co., bld.

UNITED STATES - Experimental, Parkhurst
temporary cartridge packet. Pat. No. 719254,
Jan. 1903 (for use, requires patented adapter)
Marks: None; Manufacturer: Unknown; Note:
No side stops; Type: One-piece, reversible;
Caliber: .30"- 40 Krag; Material: Bld. S; Use:
Specifically made for the U.S. Krag-Jorgensen
rifle, M 1892 (with cartridge clip receiver)

BRITAIN - Experimental, .276" Pedersen rifle
clip - British version.
Marks: None; Manuf’rer: Perhaps Vickers Armstrong; Note: 10 rds.; Type: Skeleton
type, reversible; Caliber: .276" (7 x 51 mm);
Material: Cd (Cadmium) finished steel;
Use: Pedersen experimental rifle

AUSTRIA - Mannlicher semi-automatic
pistol charger
Marks: H in oval; Manuf’rer: Hirtenberger
Patronenfabrik, Austria; Note: No stops,
extended sides; Type: Mannlicher, threepiece, reversible, 10 rds.; Caliber: 7.65 x
21 mm; Material: All Ni S; Use:
Mannlicher semi-auto. pistol M1905?

CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Chargers for Models 23-26
submachine guns (SMG)
Marks: aym, circle/arrow 50; Manuf’rer: Provazske
Strojarne/Unknown; Note: No stops, extended sides;
Type: Mannlicher, three-piece, reversible, 8-rds.; Caliber:
See Use; Material: All med. phosphatized steel, All Cr S ;
Use: M 24,26 (7.62 x 25 mm), M 23,25 (9 x 19 mm) SMG

FRANCE? - Mauser C96 charger
Marks: L.D.P. in oval; Manuf’rer: Louis
Dieus, Paris ? ; Note: extreme-curve
spring (top) - compare to common type;
Type: Reversible, 10 rds.; Caliber:
7.63x25, 9x19, 9x25 mm; Material:
Unknown finish steel; Use: Mauser C96
type semi-auto. pistols
UNITED STATES - Experimental,
plastic links
Marks: - Erie Resistor Corp. - Erie PA.;
Manuf’rer: As marked; Type: Pull-out;
Caliber: .50 cal. (12.7 x 99 mm);
Material: White, blue, amber plastic;
Use: Test and evaluation for aircraft use
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Sorting Out the UMC .45 A.C.P. Rounds
Woodin Laboratory, Compiled by John L. Moss
Before we have a look at the subject matter of this article, we feel a need to quickly discuss a subject that has
been going around our email recently, and that is the “correct” use of terminology in describing cartridges. It is widely
held that the only correct name for a commercial cartridge is
the current designation provided by SAAMI. That would
mean that the .45 Pistol cartridge be referred to only as the
“.45 Automatic” or the .45 Automatic +P as applicable. We
are not entirely in agreement with this opinion since due to
the merger with Remington Arms Company in 1911, the
Union Metallic Cartridge Company headstamp ceases to exist
around that time. In addition, since the .45 pistol cartridge
with “U.M.C. headstamp” was only made from 1905 until
1910 and all these cartridges are for the Model 1905 Colt or
experimental models after it and are not all of the finalized
specifications we know today for the .45 Automatic round,
and are all headstamped “U.M.C. .45 A.C.P..” For the most
part we will use the latter designation for the .45 pistol cartridge, save for times we use other forms of it in favor of
reducing redundancy.
It appears that the first .45
A.C.P. cartridges were produced by
Winchester beginning in 1905. It
is certain that development took
some time and probably began at Headstamp that appears
least as early as 1903. This is borne
on all .45 A.C.P.
out by a notation in the production cartridges manufactured
notes of the Union Metallic Carby UMC
tridge Company, dated February
1904, indicating that a “Mr. Thomas” has supplied them with
figures (measurements) for the proposed cartridges. This
was undoubtedly William Morgan Thomas, a major cartridge
designer at UMC, who John Browning called upon to help
in the design of both the .25 Auto and .380 Auto cartridges,
and very likely the .45 as well. To have initial-production
measurements ready as early as February 1904 would almost
certainly indicate that research and development took place
at least as early as later months of 1903.
Although armed with the information for production of
the .45 A.C.P. Cartridge, by Mr. Thomas in 1904, UMC did
not begin production until a year later, in March 1905, at
which time 500 rounds were sent to the Colt’s Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company of Hartford, Connecticut,
under Order X2990B. Factory notes indicate these cartridges
were loaded with 5.5 grains of Bullseye powder under a 200grain bullet. As recommended by Mr. John Browning, the
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case was rolled in at the base of the bullet, providing a bullet-seating shoulder. While visible to the eye, this shoulder
is not a true cannelure. Rather, the diameter of the case below the base of the bullet is simply smaller in diameter than
that above the bullet’s base. The case of a very early cartridge measures 0.4695" above the base of the bullet and
0.466" below it. The diameter of the head was to be the
same as the body, but the actual, above-mentioned, cartridge
has a base diameter of 0.4715" and a head (rim) diameter of
0.473". The cartridges had the same case length as that of
the .38 Automatic Colt, and were not crimped.
A second order of 200 rounds, number X5424M, went
to Colt on April 15, 1905, with a reduced loading of 5.1 grains
of Bullseye powder. They, too, were not crimped at the case
mouth. On April 24th, those rounds were reported as satisfactory by Colt, and 1,000 more rounds were ordered.
On November 28, 1905, UMC sent Colt the odd number
of 1744 rounds on order X34495C. They were manufactured to the same specification as were those of the 2nd order
of 200 rounds.
On December 7, 1905, UMC received a pistol from Colt
so they could do pre-delivery testing. It is assumed that this
pistol was the standard Colt Model 1905, the first production pistol made in caliber .45 A.C.P. Shortly after, in January 1906, and in accordance with instructions received from
Mr. John Browning, the first case-design change was made,

Left to Right: First production 1905 .45 A.C.P. round made prior
to any extractor groove modifications, 200-grain bullet; Second
production, with extractor groove deepened, causing a change in
the angle of the bevel and overall width of the groove and bevel;
commercial ball cartridge with 200-grain bullet, made after the
widening of the extractor-groove bevel in 1908. This is the
version usually referred to as the “wide-groove cartridge.”
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with the diameter of the extractor groove reduced from approximately 0.410" to 0.400". This necessitated a small
change in the angle of the extractor-groove bevel, as well.
Note that this first change was not the one it is mistaken for
by many people, from “narrow groove” to “wide groove.”
That change was not made until March 25, 1908, and was
actually a widening of the extractor-groove bevel rather than
a change to the extractor groove itself. Our specimen of the
first change actually measures 0.390" diameter at the groove,
not 0.400". An additional instruction from Browning at this
time was that the thickness of the head was to be kept below
the maximum. We are not positive whether this refers to the
thickness of what we call the rim of the case, or the thickness of the brass at the base of the case (base diameter).
It appears that of the very first case design with 0.410"
extractor groove diameter, only 3244 rounds were made,
which would account for the rarity of these cartridges today.
In April 1906, the anvil was raised to overcome dragging of primers, which reduced that problem to a minimum.
In June 1907, UMC made up some samples using 230grain bullets and loaded with 4.8 grains of Bullseye powder
according to U.S. Government specifications. These samples
were taken to Hartford, where they were tested in regular
pistols and found to be acceptable. A report was submitted
to Mr. Jerome Orcutt, Manager of UMC since 1906 and a
Superintendent there from 1892. Shortly after the test at
Hartford, Major Kenneth Morton, Inspector of Ordnance as-

signed to Colt, informed UMC that their pistol, presumably
a Colt Model 1905 serial number 25, was acceptable to test
cartridges for the Government order, a decision concurred
with by Colt.
The Government requested 100,000 rounds of ammunition, covered on UMC Order X11290C, and production began on July 31, 1907. While the cartridge was officially
named the “.45 Automatic Colt Government,” for ease of
communication, some collectors refer to it as the ‘Model
1907,” a perfectly valid way to simplify communication in
the author’s view, since there is also a contract of 1908 which
is very similar.
The 1907 round has the 2nd form of the narrow extractor
groove, a 230-grain bullet, and no case cannelure. The contract called for a cupro-nickel bullet jacket, but those examined have had what appears to be a tinned, gilding-metal
jacket. The loading was 5.1 grains of powder (type not reported, but it was likely Bullseye), with production records
noting that the specific lot of powder in use required that
load to meet the requirement for 800 f.p.s. muzzle velocity.
Colt found that the narrow extractor groove was a primary
cause of jamming in their pistols, and suggested that on future contracts, the groove be widened.
The following year, beginning March 25th, 1908, the extractor-groove bevel on UMC .45 pistol cartridge cases was
widened from (nominally) 0.085" to 0.126-0.131". as requested by the Colt Company. Then, UMC received a con-

UMC .45 Automatic Pistol Cartridge Extractor Groove Meansurements
As one of the first producers of the .45 A.C.P. Cartridge, the
Union Metallic Cartridge Company made a series of changes in
the specifications for the cartridge case, usually requested or suggested by John Browning, Colt Patent Firearms Manufacturing
Company, or the Agency ordering the ammunition from them.
These changes of features, especially those to the extractor groove
and the extractor-groove bevel, almost define the specimen variations held in collections, and increase the importance and interest in the changes above much of the .45 ammunition made after
the case specifications were finalized.
Below are the measurements, from actual specimens in the
author’s collection, of that particular feature. They are shown in
this form even though mentioned in the text of article, for a quick
appreciation of their sequence. The two changes from the original measurements of the early 1905-manufactured cartridges are
important, as the first change seems to be unknown to many students of this ammunition, even though it is well documented in
UMC’s shop notes, a copy of which have appeared in at least one
book on Colt Model 1905 pistols.
We will note here that even though the first change was, by
factory record, the reduction in diameter of the extractor groove
from 0.410" to 0.400", few specimens actually meet that mea-
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surement. Most are much smaller. After the second change was
made to the extractor groove and bevel, it is surprising how closely
tolerances were held to the specified measurements, especially
the width of the groove and bevel.
The follow table of eight sets of measurements correspond
to the photo in the article picturing the eight variations of UMC
.45 Automatic ammunition in the author’s collection.
Cartridge No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extractor Groove
Diameter
0.410"
0.390
0.390"
0.3955
0.3925"
0.393"
0.3925"
0.396"

Width of Groove
& Bevel
0.083"
0.085"
0.085"
0.120"
0.120"
0.120"
0.120"
0.120"

Note: Cartridges measured by Mr. Bill Hindin had extractor
grooves with diameters from 0.389" to 0.397"
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tract to supply another 100,000 rounds to the Government.
Just for interest, we will note that Winchester also received a
contract at this time, but for 350,000 rounds.
The UMC 1908 cartridge was basically the same as that
of 1907, except for the widened extractor-groove bevel. Because the wide extractor-groove bevel was adopted primarily for the Savage Arms Company .45 Automatic Pistol that
was under trial, they were granted “right of approval” of the
modification. Samples were shipped to Savage July 2, 1908,
and the modification was approved, although there was complaint by Savage concerning the lack of a case cannelure.
They felt there was insufficient means of keeping bullets from
reseating themselves deeper into the cases due to the inertia
from recoil, and their own tests found that their concerns
were valid. Regardless, they eventually approved the
samples, and the 1908 ammunition was issued to those troops
of cavalry using the Savage Pistol in the field trials, at a rate
of 27,150 rounds per troop.
In late 1908, Frankford Arsenal received an order, which
indicated the cartridge was for tests of the “Ely (sic) Colt
Automatic Pistol, for 120,000 rounds of .45 ammunition, but
with specifications similar to the Model 1906 Trials ammunition rather than those of the commercial case type. Even
though records indicate 8.500 rounds were completed, only
two specimens of this cartridge are known, both inert rounds
and both headstamped “F A 11 08.” There was a follow-up
contract for 200,000 rounds, but with the cartridges to be

1

2

3

4

1. First production 1905 cartridge, 200-gr. bullet;
2. 2nd production cartridge with smaller diameter extractor groove
and slight change angle and width of bevel;
3. Military contract of 1907, same extractor groove and bevel as
second production, 230-grain bullet;
4. 200-grain commercial ball with wide groove of 1908 and
smooth case cannelure;
5. 230-grain commercial ball with wide groove and smooth case
cannelure;
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manufactured with a wider extractor groove, but this was
cancelled before any production began. The contract was
then given to UMC instead, but called for their shorter cartridge that they had made right along. The order was dated
July 20, 1909, and requested 200,000 rounds complying with
specifications on UMC drawing 512 and revised Ordnance
drawing 47-3-18. The completed order was shipped to
Frankford Arsenal on August 26, 1909.
The 1909 contract rounds were with the same basic specifications as those of the 1908 contract, but the cases have a
smooth cannelure, and the 230-grain bullet has a knurled
cannelure just above the case mouth. This cartridge, with a
few minor changes, became the Model 1911 cartridge. There
is a version without the knurl on the bullet, but it is possible
that they simply represent commercial production of the finalized version of the “.45 A.C.P.” cartridge by the Union
Metallic Cartridge Company.
Aside from ball ammunition, the only UMC-produced
.45 Automatic Pistol rounds
generally encountered are dummies. Several types exist, but
the standard dummy, which
matches the early military pattern and may have been made
Head of tinned dummy
for military purposes, is made
cartridge, showing the
to the same specifications as the normal headstamp and the
1909 Contract cartridge, except small hole in the primer cup.

5

6

7

8

6. Military contract of 1909 with wide extractor groove, smooth
case cannelure, 230-grain bullet with knurled cannelure just
above the case mouth;
7. Cartridge-board dummy round of 230 grain, wide-groove commercial;
8. Standard tinned dummy with 4 holes in case and one hole in
primer cup.
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that the case and primer cup are tinned, there
is small hole in the face of the primer cup and
four holes in the case’s sides about 0.385"
above the head of the case. It has the smooth
case cannelure, wide extractor groove and extractor-groove bevel, and a knurled cannelure
on the bullet, as does the 1909 version.
A second dummy at hand appears to have
been intended for mounting on a cartridgedisplay board. It appears as a live round, except for three holes close together on one side
of the case; a large hole flanked on each side
by a smaller hole. It appears to have a case
cannelure, but there is no cannelure on the
UMC 50-round cartridge box for the .45 A.C.P.cartridge. Originally for rounds
bullet.
with 200-grain bullets, this box is over-stamped to show contents are 230-grain
We do not know what packaging was used
bullets at 800 feet per second muzzle velocity. It is likely a commercial box.
for any of the military contract loads by UMC.
Connecticut: Sporting Arms and Ammunition ManufacBoxes from that company are very scarce, since it is likely
turers’ Institute, Inc., 1993
that none were made in the era of the 1911-type Colt GovClawson, Charles W., Colt .45 Service Pistols Models of 1911
ernment Model, but rather all for the Model 1905 Colt. There
and 1911A1, Indiana: Published by the Author, 1993
were variations of the early Colt .45 Pistols, such as the Model
Potocki,
John, The Colt Model 1905 Automatic Pistol, Rhode
1907, but they were primarily meant for government testing,
Island: Andrew Mobray Publishers, 1998
and none were commercially produced until Colt began proHackley, Col. F. W., Woodin, W. H., Scranton, E. L., History
duction of the Model 1911 and its commercial equivalents.
of Modern U.S. Military Small Arms Ammunition, VolWe have one sample 50-round box in our collection. It
ume I 1880-1939 (Revised), Pennsylvania: Thomas Pubis of a commercial pattern. Like many early Remingtonlications with Robert T. Buttweiler, Ltd., 1998
UMC boxes, the original printing was for a 200-grain-bullet
loading, but the box is over-stamped “230 GRS. BULLET,
800 Feet Muzzle Velocity.” The scarcity of these boxes is
Acknowledgments:
likely due to the very low demand for this caliber of ammunition in the public sector, since only 6,210 Colt Model 1905
Written with the assistance of William H. Woodin, Wilpistols were produced.
liam Hindin, Lou Behling and Joe Goforth.
Years ago, the UMC question seemed much simpler.
All photographs by the author.
Three or four variations were widely known. As more information was found by various researchers, and more specimens were found and closely examined, it became clear that
there were at least ten or more variations, a large amount for
the short production span this cartridge had at the Union
Metallic Cartridge Company. We hope this summary of the
variations, and what was known to the author about the production of those variations, will be helpful to all interested
in the .45 A.C.P/.45 Automatic Cartridge.
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From Will Adye-White, Ontario. A 1957 advertisement /
telephone number change from McCormick Selph Assoc.
of California, involved in explosive ordnance of some type.
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Welcome New Members (since July15)
Devin Vollmer, PO Box 335, South Egremont, MA 01258
413-229-9082 devin@spiritshoppe.com Specialty: 50, 43
James L. Habermehl, 13767 Meadowbrook Road, Dale City,
VA 22193-4426 703-583-6176
james.habermehl@uspto.gov Specialty:23, 16

From René Kloosterman, Germany.
This is an interesting box because the .30-06 dummy was
never officially accepted/introduced in Spain. The cartridge
has 3 knurled case cannelures, a black filling in the primer
pocket plus 3 stab crimps around primer pocket and no
headstamp.

Ted Henke, 3825 Pine Harbor Drive, West Bloomfield, MI 48323
248-514-4949 interloggted@aol.com
John Powell, 12781 Fairfax St., Thornton, CO 80241
303-254-6943 jwptrek@gmail.com Specialty:11, 31

From Peter MacKinven, UK. A page from an undated
Greek Powder and Cartridge Company catalogue.

Opposite: From Dan Shuey, Illinois.
This is a W-W memo from 1961. It lists some of the “Special Purpose” ammunition available during that time. This is from
the Walter Bellemore files which I have. Walt worked at New Haven (and East Alton) from 1932 for some 40-plus years along
with work at SAAMI. The product codes entered at the left are: Q=short production run or special order. K=old Winchester
K Code prior to 1953 when the W Code was established. At the bottom of the page is a W Code and Remington codes for 10& 12-ga blanks. What I want to know is the 45 Colt Blanks noted as “Aircraft Mooring Kit.” Were these for driving spikes to
tie down the planes or for cutting cables? This is probably something for the former. Of all the information I have on
Winchester subjects, this eludes me. I would like to hear from someone that has information on these.
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Jim Bits - by Jim Buchanan

An Accles Limited Sample set
- Brit shotshells don’t come
much rarer than these!

A common shotshell but not so common topwad

A cut from a British newspaper dated 1901.
I think I know what projectile is being discussed,
but can’t remember the name ?

Something new to me! Some sort of reloadable case.
Very well made steel cases, empty primer holes, single
flash hole with no integral anvil, about .455 cal.
The fitted box contains the decapping tool.
No makers name or any other markings, but a high quality
made set. Any ideas ???
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Here is another “unknown”. Turned from solid steel Primer hole is blind - the script on headstamp is very
early, engraved not stamped. Could be a snap cap or
some sort of chamber gauge ?

This is from a pre-WW1 British catalog. Has anyone ever
seen one of these screw head types in .410 size. ?

The ICI Wasp pellet circa 1940s - and the far eastern copy circa
1990s. Looks like something got lost in the translation !
Obviously someone can’t tell the difference between a wasp
and a butterfly

Haward’s ironmongers finally closed in the 1970s. I remember the shop, a big old two-story shop where you
could buy any size of screw, nail, nut, bolt, washer, and
just about anything in the way of hardware. It was still a
family-run business. They had a small counter where
they sold airguns and ammo. Sadly I never kept any of
their shells!! They are rare as hens teeth now !!

Below: Two shells local to me.
J. Swinfen was a gunmaker in Maidstone from the 1840s,
he retired in the 1880s and the shop was taken over by A.
Sanders who had worked with him for 27 years.
The shop finaly closed about ten years ago and I was lucky
enough to get in before the builders trashed the place.
The only thing of interest left was the old bench loading
machine. It was for pinfire shells and had been there since the
days of Swinfen.
It was treadle operated and mounted on a sturdy wooden
stand. The whole thing was too big/heavy for me to get away
in one piece, so I took it to pieces and left the bottom half - the
stand and treadle mechanism. The working parts are now here
in my den.
Interesting to
think that the
two shells in
my picture
were finished on this
machine.
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Utendoerffer 6mm Flobert cartridges
(Shot cartridges in left-hand tin, the other is round ball).
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Donating Ammo and Whatever to Museums by Ronald W. Stadt
Certainly collector acquaintances should have opportunity to acquire ammo one plans to liquidate. In the end other
means for fostering ammo collecting may be employed.
One of the best ways to promote appreciation of ammo
collecting is to contribute to firearms museums. Three internationally-known museums in the USA should be considered. The most accepting of these is the National Rifle Association, Whittington Center, Raton, NM 87740. Contact
Robbie Roberts, Curator. RRoberts@nrawc.org
A few items or a large collection of American and other
small arms ammo will likely be accepted and arrangements
may be made for pick up or travel reimbursement.
A second museum is the NRA Museum, 11250 Waples
Mill Rd., Fairfax, VA 2203. At this writing, space and travel
monies are very limited. Ammo displays are especially desired. Contact Doug Wickland at nfmstaff@nrahq.org
A third museum is the Firearms Museum, Buffalo Bill
Historical Society, 720 Sheridan Ave. Cody, Wyoming 82414.
Contact Warren Newman, Curator. American ammo is preferred and travel/transportation reimbursement may be provided.
State/provincial and local museums should also be considered. A museum that displays firearms should also display ammunition. A single round and certainly a box correct
in every respect to a firearm stresses the fact that ammo is
as important as arms. You will have to be the judge of this
because most curators have very limited knowledge of ammo.

Imagine a Boyd and Taylor double displayed open with a
modern fired shell in one chamber. Imagine further a curator who did not care. Take every opportunity to educate curators, firearms collectors, and others about production, utility, storage, and safety of ammo, boxes, crates, loading tools,
etc.
Presently in the USA, Federal taxable income is reduced
by 30 percent of value of contributions to qualified organizations. Obtain the most recent IRS form 8283 and follow
directions very carefully. If you plan to make a very large
donation, discuss the matter with your accountant long before hand. If form 8283 and/or your accountant indicate that
a formal appraisal is required, it may be necessary to have
two appraisers: (1) one experienced in appraising firearms
for contributors to museums and (2) an expert regarding
ammo you wish to contribute, serving as a consultant to the
former. Curators can identify firearms appraisers who have
served contributors and you can identify collectors or auction house people who are knowledgeable of recent transactions. Appraisals might be based on detailed inventories instead of hands-on examination. Obtain your accountant’s
approval of written qualifications of appraisers and inventories before making contributions.
Having made major contributions to two of the museums identified above, I shall be happy to respond to inquiries for further information. rstadt@frontier.com

Kansas Cartridge Collectors Association
44th Anniversary Cartridge Show
September 15-16, 2012
(Saturday 9am - 6pm, Sunday 8am - 10am. Set-up on Friday afternoon)
Sterl Hall, in Eisenhower City Park, 619 N. Rogers St. Abilene, Kansas
Trade Tables $15.00, Display Tables $5.00. Awards for all displays
Cartridge Auction Saturday 4pm
For Further Information Contact:

Vic Suelter, 2185 E. Iron Dr., Lincoln, KS 67455, Phone: 785-524-4895
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From Jim Frigiola,
Virginia
Early Cal. .30 M2 Ball
During the early 1930’s the US
Army was still issuing caliber .30
ammunition from huge stocks of
M1906 Ball remaining from First
World War production. This ammunition with 150-gr. bullet was
found to be inadequate for longrange fire from machine guns and
the improved M1 Ball with 172gr. boat-tail bullet was adopted as
a general service replacement in
1926. General issue of the new M1 Ball didn’t begin until 1936. Infantry riflemen at Ft. Benning (then Camp Benning)
immediately objected to the heavier recoil and longer range of the M1 Ball and requested reissue of M1906 Ball ammunition.
To answer this demand Frankford Arsenal resumed production of M1906 Ball in 1937. The new M1906 bullets were made
with gilding-metal jackets rather than the original cupronickel and were stannic stained, or tin plated, for visual identification
to distinguish them from M1 Ball. In 1938 the M1906 configuration was redesignated as M2 Ball and the tinned bullet
remained as long as both M1 and M2 Ball were produced as late as 1941. Thus the 150-gr. flat-base service bullet that was the
American standard of WW I again became the standard of WW II. This carton of M1906 Ball, Lot FA 1977 was the second
of very few lots produced before redesignation to M2. The cartridges are headstamped FA 37. See Hackley, Woodin and
Scranton, Volume I for more info on caliber .30 service ammunition.

M1911 Ball FA 49
An unusual box of .45 caliber M1911 Ball cartridges made
at Frankford Arsenal in 1949. This label indicates an experimental lot of cartridges and gives details of drawing
numbers, components and reference documents not found
on service ammunition. The intended purpose of this lot
and difference from standard service ammunition are unclear. The rounds inside appear quite ordinary and are steelcased with FA 49 headstamp.

Stannic Stained M2 Ball
Bullets
This box contains early preWW II M2 Ball bullets from
Frankford Arsenal with stannic stain. A thin coating of tin
was applied to the jackets of
early M2 Ball bullets by stannic staining. This practice was
discontinued in 1941 and all
subsequent M2 Ball bullet
jackets were plain gilding
metal.
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5.56mm Tracer Mod.
An unusual box of 5.56mm Tracer made by Lake
City. These are 55-gr. M196-type tracer rounds
but the nature of the modification is unknown.
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.50 Cal. BMG

The Better Half by Paul Smith
1.
9.
2.

3.

10.

4.

11.

5.

12.

6.

13.

7.

14.

8.

15.
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Key to .50 Cal. rounds shown opposite:
1. Drill, British, chrome-plated case, 3 red body flutes, red
primer pocket, wood distance piece. Headstamp is K66
L1A1
2. Tracer, USA, red tip. Headstamp is R A 52
3. Tracer, British, red tip, 4 knurled rings around projectile. Headstamp is I C I 55
4. Observation tracer, British, yellow over red tip.
Headstamp is K 68 L11A2
(Note the construction of the US tracer consists of a heavy
GMCS jacket, lead tip and brass sealing disc. The British tracer consists of a GM jacket, mild-steel core, lead
tip filler and a brass washer and thin brass disc to seal
the base of the projectile. The Observation tracer round
is of similar construction but note the thinner jacket at
the nose (to increase sensitivity), multiple pressings of
different tracer material (for ranging indication) and the
use of a plastic sealing disc.)
5. Match load by HSM using Hornady A-Max projectile
on a Winchester case. HSM refers to this round as their
‘Range Ammunition’. Headstamp is W C C 0 4
6. Match by HSM (of Missoula, Montana). Brass bore rider
projectile with deep hollow point. Loaded on Winchester cases. Headstamp is CAL 50
7. APHCT C44, Canada, black over red tip. Tungsten
penetrator with tracer cavity and sealed with a brass disc.
Headstamp is I V I 86. Note no symbol as this load is
not NATO standardized (operates at higher pressure).
8. Frangible by H.J. Ballistic Research (of Piedmont, Alabama). Unfired military cases are used and loaded with
a bullet made from reformed rifle cases (in this instance

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

a 7mm Magnum with the belt machined off) and filled
with small lead shot. Headstamp is L C 95
Drill, New Zealand, loaded by ODL on Canadian case.
The body and rear of the projectile are filled with plastic. 5 body flutes. The projectile is a remanufactured M17
Tracer type. Made for the New Zealand Army. Many
headstamps can be found as once fired cases were used.
Headstamp is I V I 95
Short Range, New Zealand, loaded by ODL. Called Reduced Range Training (RRT) and loaded with a solid
brass 650-gr. projectile with deep hollow-point.
Headstamp is ODL 50 94
Dummy, Drill. French. Nickel plated case, struck primer.
Filled with an inert salt. Headstamp is 12,7 SF 91
Tracer M10, USA, orange tip. Headstamp is DM 4. Note
that there is no metal sealing disc at the base of the projectile.
Ball M33 Low Observable, USA by TTI Armory (of
Murray, Utah). Manufactured on new cases with pulled
projectiles. Case is coated with a low observable olive
drab coating. Headstamp is PSD 99
AP M2, USA, black tip, hardened steel penetrator.
Headstamp is S L 43
API, Gr M/45, Sweden. Orange tip, black case mouth
seal. The projectile consists of a GM jacket, hardened
steel core with a copper sleeve around the post portion,
a lead base seal and incendiary material in the nose. Note
the interior construction of the nose. Headstamp is K48
32 \NP (together) 4804/

Reference: .50 Cal BMG and Their Variations by Ron C.
Fuchs and Ron J. Fuchs

By the Numbers - a Membership Report
We currently have 1203 members (185 eJournal, 1018
Journal). This is up from 1150 at the time of the St Louis
meeting. However, this is still low when compared to the
following numbers of members who annually do not renew.
Expired in 2012: 92 Journal members
+ 24 eJournal members
New members so far in 2012 is 58 and we need 110 or so to
just maintain numbers.
Bottom line: Membership recruitment needed.

The last journal was color throughout and looked great.
This member benefit does cost the IAA extra expense so expanding the member base keeps the rates low for everyone.
Sign up for the eJournal, you are missing a really helpful
tool without it.
See you at the shows this summer and fall.
If you happen to feel flush early on this summer, member renewals can be submitted any time.
Best wishes,

Gary Muckel, IAA Membership Secretary
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Introducing the *New* CartridgeCollectors.org
Aaron Newcomer - IAA Webmaster
Let me start by officially introducing myself as the new
webmaster of the IAA’s website, CartridgeCollectors.org. I
have a background in Computer Science and already manage a few websites so last year after the St. Louis International Cartridge Show I was asked if I wanted to take over
the responsibilities of maintaining the IAA’s online presence.
I gladly accepted the offer and started to think about ways to
improve the current website and add additional features. Over
the next year I began to create a new design for the website
with a focus on aesthetics, ease of use, capability to easily
maintain and add additional information, and becoming more
unified with the other aspects of the IAA.
I worked on and off for the next year putting some of my
ideas into the computer and finally ended up with what I
think is a modern, easy-to-use, improved website with the
scalability of adding additional content as it comes in.
During this year I also enhanced the IAA’s digital presence in a couple additional areas. I created a Facebook and
Twitter account which allows us to reach an additional audience and allows members to more easily follow news and
updates related to the IAA.
The new website is broken down into a few main sections. There is a section related to membership and journal
information, an events section, a reference section, forum
section and ways to contact us. The Membership & Journal
section provides information for prospective members, an
online membership application, the capability to renew a
membership online, sample journals, journal indexes and
options to buy past issues of the journal. The Events section
is a great resource to quickly find upcoming cartridge shows
with their respective dates and key contact people. The Reference section contains many of the great articles that have
been on the website for years as well as some new updated
articles. It also contains a frequently updated “Cartridge of
the Month” section with a new short article pertaining to a
particular cartridge with sectioned or cut-away examples each
month. This section also contains links to other cartridge
related websites, and an impressive Bibliography listing hundreds of cartridge oriented books and publications. The final
main section on the website is for the online web Forum. It
gives quick and easy access to the forum allowing for general ammunition related discussion for the collector, professional, researcher and enthusiast. This is a great place to communicate with members and those with a similar interest all
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over the world as well as the quickest way to get a great
answer to your trickiest cartridge questions!
The website is compatible with nearly any computer technology able to access the internet including mobile smart
phones.
Any website issues, questions, comments or offers of
articles for the website or “cartridges of the month” can be
sent to me at webmaster@CartridgeCollectors.org or
Aaron@AaronNewcomer.com
So now go visit the new website at
www.CartridgeCollectors.org
“Like” us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/
InternationalAmmunitionAssociation
And “follow” us on Twitter @AmmoCollectors

Above: The new website as it appears on your smart phone.
Right: The new home page (more illustrations on the next
page)
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The IAA Forum’s new introduction webpage

From Keith Pagel, Ohio.
German 7.62x51mm Short Range. Plastic case and
bullet which separate at the case mouth
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From Dick Hanson, Washington. Early Packets.
There is an aspect related to combustible cartridges which may be of interest to the IAA members.
One important feature
of combustible cartridges is
that the combustible part of
the cartridge was made of
paper, gut, foil or compressed powder which
makes them very fragile.
That fragile nature required
the manufacturers to come
up with some innovative
packaging systems. I have
included some pictures
which illustrate some of the
approaches the manufacturers took to assure the cartridges weren’t damaged.
These included a split or
drilled wooden block or the
use of a pasteboard box
which was varnished to
give it some degree of waterproofing.
Another feature of
combustible cartridges that
most people never think
about is that the most feasible way to remove a combustible cartridge from a
revolver is to shoot it out. I
think it would be a safe bet
that most of the revolvers
were carried around loaded.

.36 cal. Starr Navy Pistol cartridge packet by
Robert Chadwick Cartridge Works

.44 cal. Revolving Holster Pistol cartridge packet by
H.W. Mason. Cartridges are in a labeled and
varnished pasteboard box.

.44 cal. Colt’s Army Pistol cartridge packet by Elam
O. Potter showing a packet made of wrapping paper.

Empty .36 cal. Revolving Police Pistol
cartridge packet by Sam Colt’s Cartridge
Works and its opened split block.

.44 cal. Colt’s Army Pistol cartridge packet
by D.C. Sage, with its drilled wooden block.

Right: .28 cal. New Model Pocket Revolving Pistol cartridge packet
with paper powder envelope cartridges in a split wooden block.
This packet made after 1860 by Sam Colt’s Cartridge Works. The
quarter is shown to provide a scale for the small packet.

Illustrations on this page are not
all to the same scale
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Geco/RWS Auto Pistol Police Headstamps - Maybe.
by Lew Curtis (with Pete deCoux, John Moss and Bob Ruebel)
Some years ago, John Moss published a short article in
the ECRA Cartridge Researcher (issue 492, item 15) seeking help identifying a set of three cartridges in 6.35mm
Browning, 7.65mm Browning and 9mm Parabellum that show
all the characteristics of being made by Geco or RWS in the
1930s. Note that from 1929 onward a contract existed between RWS and Gustav Genschow & Co (Geco) where both
parties agreed pistol cartridges of both companies would be
manufactured in the Durlach plant of Genschow. This agreement remained in place even after RWS became part of
Dynamit Nobel Co. in 1931 (ECRA 540-3 From Jürgen Ahlborn).
Illustrated below are photographs of the cartridges in
John’s article, as well as a fourth cartridge (P D M 35 in
7.65mm Browning) which recently came to our attention.
As best I can determine, John received no replies to his article so the cartridges remain a mystery, at least for the author. The cartridges all have a brass case with a distinctive
copper Sinoxid primer with the impressed “O” which, in these
calibers, appears to be unique to Geco and RWS products.
The 9mm round has a cupro-nickel (CN) coated steel bullet
and the others have a non-magnetic CN-jacket bullet. The
7.65mm loads have a dark red lacquered case mouth seal
and primer typical of much of the Geco and RWS pistol ammunition from the 1930s.
In his ECRA article, John put forward a theory that the
“P” at 9 o’clock stood for “Polizei” and the letter at 3 o’clock
stood for the city of a particular police force. This part of
the theory was based on the precedent established by the G.
Roth and Hirtenberger cartridges marked “ W P” for the
Vienna Police (“Wein Polizei”). The “M” could have been
associated with a number of cities, with Magdeburg being

the most obvious. The “V” was not identified. The letter at
the top was more difficult. The “G” could stand for “Geco”,
and the “D” for “Durlach”, the location of the Geco plant
and used by Geco on some pistol ammunition. There is also
a 7.65mm Browning cartridge with a “P” code
(headstamped simply “P. 1934.”) with a
Sinoxid primer which is pretty obviously made
by Geco/RWS, reportedly for Polte.
This is just one theory, the best I have
heard, but there are likely as many theories as
there are interested collectors. There are some things that
need to be considered in any theory on these cartridges.
1. The organization(s) that ordered these cartridges used
pistols in all three calibers during the 1930s with the
most commonly used pistols chambered for 7.65mm
Browning. This is probably important because I have
difficulty seeing a 6.35mm pistol as a police weapon in
most countries (Although 6.35mm was used in police
weapons in France during this period).
2. The progression of calibers over time (9mmP-1932,
6.35mmB-1934, 7.65mmB-1935 and 1937) was for some
reason and may be significance. It is likely that there are
other dates or even other headstamps waiting to be identified.
3. The letters on the headstamps may occur in other circumstance - for example, unit or organizational markings on pistols or other equipment.
4. The scarcity of these rounds implies limited production.
5. The dates on these cartridges are from the period when
Germany, and some other countries in Europe were rearming and changing politically
These cartridges will remain a mystery until we know
more about them. There are a number of obvious questions.
1. Does anyone have, or have documented, other cartridges
that may be part of this series, or even better, a box label?
2. Are there any documents from the 1930s that may point
to the manufacturer or user of this ammunition?
3. Are there pistols or other equipment or publications,
German or from other countries, with similar markings?
If you have any information, or even just a lead that may
help solve this mystery, please let me know at POB133193,
Atlanta, GA 30333 or gigconceptsinc@gmail.com.
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From Terry Warnock, Australia.
Another find on my recent US trip. A 100pack of .22 Tracer. Note the stamping “FOR
H&K CONVERSION”.
Jim Buchanan explained that the box
mark indicates for use in a Heckler & Koch
sub-calibre device used at that time in the British service rifle, for indoor range practice.

From Fred Butt, Ohio. I found this old picture in a 1942 Life Magazine.
The ammunition would be for the RAF, as noted by “Red Label,” and “Service” would be .50 Cal. Ball.

From Jim Wise, Arizona.
A selection of .32-40 boxes.
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From Peter Vierke, Ontario. A .40-50 REG (Regular) or .40-50 Sharps.
[Editor’s note: according to Dan Shuey in “W.R.A.Co. Headstamped Cartridges
and Their Variations,” this headstamp was shown in the 1914 catalog.]
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From Terry Warnock, Australia with original material provided
by the late Manfred Beutter, Germany, and with supplemental
material and interpretation provided courtesy of Jean-Pierre
Gragnolati, France.
These are three pages from SFM records showing the
codes used on some SFM shotshell headstamps which identify the SFM factory [in French: “Usine”] and the date. These
markings apply to SFM but not to Cartoucherie Française.
On the first sheet above, there is a list of factories described by their location, which was SFM’s custom. These
factories were as follows:
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Note: the letter
“T” in the
center of the
headstamp.

Moulineaux (SFM main plant, ex Gévelot),
Bruyeres (old Gaupillat plant),
Toulouse. (This plant remains a mystery)
St. Etienne (Cartoucherie Stéphanoise) and
Cureghem (Cartoucherie Belge).
Note also that, according to the tables, the year starts on
October 1.
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From Bob Rudler, New York.
A couple of .25-20 boxes, contents unknown

An Introduction to

MBA Gyrojets and Other Ordnance
by Mel Carpenter
422 pages of detailed information about every known
Gyrojet cartridge and firearm/launcher, with hundreds of
color illustrations. In addition, free supplemental chapters are available at www.Gyrojet.net, where you will also
see Gyrojets listed for sale.
Some additional examples from
Jean-Pierre Gragnolati.
Above: “L”, above right: “B”
Lower right: “D”
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Only $49.95 plus $6 shipping (U.S.) See the web site for
foreign shipping.
Mel Carpenter
PO Box 665
Orange Park, FL 32067
Mel@Gyrojet.net
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From an anonymous member:
UMC factory primer tin display
ca. 1870’s. Unfortunately the photograph had to be taken through
glass.

From Dwight Jackson, Alberta.
.40 Ground Spike
A.P. Switch No 8.
Two examples of this odd little British anti-personnel device. The left
cartridge is the standard loaded example with a turned steel projectile,
brass case and brass primer with the
impressed IcI logo. Cartridges were
distributed in 10-count flat metal
boxes. The right cartridge is the uncommon dummy, blank or possibly
a training aid. The projectile in this
case is of turned wood and fits lightly
into the case. The brass case is without powder and has the same brass
primer complete with the IcI logo.
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German Flare Pistols and Signal Ammunition
By Dr. Lorenz Scheit, English Editor: Dr. Geoffrey L. Sturgess
700 Pages with full English text,
Format: 4,5 cm x 23,5cm x 30,6 cm (3,2kg)
ISBN 978-0-9727815-6-5
The work describes every known German Signal Pistol,
Signal Device, Equipment, Signal Cartridge and Hand-Signal
device used from 1889 to 2012, with pictures, technical data and
description. More than 1500 full colour pictures, 100 original
historical photos. A full overview is given in the English language
about every known type and the technicalities and history of
German flare pistols and their signal ammunition.
Many new and previously unknown flare cartridge
variations as well as full descriptions of the stick grenades, hand
signals, pyrotechnical devices, holsters, accessories, producer
codes and headstamps can be found in this work.
Ordering address:
Dr. Lorenz Scheit, Bodelschwinghstr. 21
D-56070 Koblenz, Tel.: 0261 – 9885444
llorenz.scheit@extern.uni-ulm.de
Price:
€95,- + 7,00 Shipping within Germany
€95,- + 17,00 Shipping within EU
$125,- USD + 50,- USD Shipping from Europe to USA

October 5 & 6, 2012
Roadway Inn, Medina, Ohio. I-71 and Ohio Route 18, Exit 218
(Just east of intersection)
6ft Tables - $30.00 each
Show Hours: Friday Noon to 8pm, Saturday 8am to Noon
Room reservations: 330-725-4571
(Ask for Ohio Cartridge Show special rate, but call at least 30 days before show)

For Information: Fred Butt - 740-363-3954 - 50calfred@columbus.rr.com
or Keith Pagel - 260-432-3515 - Keith.R.Pagel@centurylink.com
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Letters to the Editor
From Aaron Newcomer, Ohio

From Tom Golden, Tennessee

Ref: Journal #486, Pg. 24, “J.P. Hösterey”

Ref: Journal #484, Pg. 44, IPCO Graphite Wads

Here is a little bit about him and his company:
Full name: Johann Peter Hösterey:
Birth: 18 June 1803 in Wuppertal-Barmen
Marriage: 8 May 1835, Spouse: Laura Wuppermann
Death: 3 August 1864
Father: Johann Peter Hösterey (1751 - 1835)
His father owned a famous dye factory. The JP in
question’s company (J. P.
Hösterey) set up a display at
The International Exhibition
of 1862.
His percussion caps were
talked about in comparison to
those by Braun & Bloem and
Georg Egestoff’s in this article:

My guess is that the covered address was the original
address of “Box 14, Wakefield, Mass.” and when the new
owner took over, rather than waste good boxes he simply
stamped over with a new address. Both of these addresses
are small towns fairly close to each other around Boston.

http://books.google.com/books?id=L4nmAAAAMAAJ&dq
=JP%20H%C3%B6sterey%20bloem&pg
=PA354#v=onepage&q&f=false
I cannot seem to find any info on the beginning of his
company, but it looks like it was at least in business past
1920, well after he was dead. The company existed by 1849,
as there is a reference to him producing Spezialprodukts
Zündhütchen (Special Product Primers) in 1849. In 1846 he
was listed in a German publication citing his metal work, or
metal rolling, and brass production.
I have a couple of his floberts with the headstamp pictured on the tin and
some pinfires with
a variant of the
headstamp.

The following extract from Complete Guide to
Handloading, by Philip B. Sharpe, Third Edition, Second
Revision, 1953, may be of interest:
“In addition to the above mentioned formulas for home
preparation of graphite wads, the Industrial Products Company, P.O. Box 14, Wakefield, Mass,. is supplying to
handloaders a specially prepared graphite-wad ribbon which
appears to be excellent in performance....
“This grease-wad problem has got a number of the boys
experimenting. In playing with it I secured the cooperation
of the late W.A. Lamb of the Industrial Products Company...
“Industrial Products Company.....Designed by the late
William A. Lamb, IPCO grease wads were the result of research conducted by Mr. Lamb and this author [Philip Sharp]
in an attempt to develop the idea of a lubricating wad behind
cast or jacketed bullets........... On Mr. Lamb’s death, manufacture was continued by W.W. Perkins, Box 14, Wakefield,
Mass.”

From Leonard Kindler, Pennsylvania
Ref: Journal #486, Pg. 54, “Krammetsvögeln”
It is not often that I know something in answer to a published question, but I do know what krammetsvögeln are.
This is the plural of krammetsvögel, which my dictionary
helpfully defined as “fieldfare.” Fieldfare is a type of thrush,
found in Europe and Asia, which may be why I had never
heard of them. In spite of the availability of these shotshell
adapters, the Fieldfares are still quite plentiful.
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From Tom Seefeldt, Montana
Ref: Journal #486, Pg. 54, “Krammetsvögeln”
The literal translation is “Juniper Thrush” which is a
migratory bird. The krammetsvögeln must have some size
as it is listed on the loading instructions in load III which
includes the doves, squirrels, and weasel. That load includes
use of up to #7 shot in a heavier loading. The primer with
the “N” in a shield is a RWS product.
[Editor’s note: I’d like to thank Mike Carrick and Russ
Wood who also wrote in with the translation.]

apparently obsolete. My question was regarding the mouth
crimp and the answer is a three-petal crimp. I now have two
of these fired cartridges, the one in the photo is issued here
with no markings and the other is from Israel and has the
marking: 15.ATS.72 .
New questions: what does the marking stand for and does
anyone know if any other gun uses these cartridges? This is
an unusual type of cartridge that not too many collectors
would have seen.

From Wayne Morgan, Australia
Ref: Journal #480, Pg. 45, Cocking Round for Aden
Below is a copy from a military manual that was given
to me by a fellow collector in reply to my question regarding
a cocking round for what I said was the Aden machine gun.
This was incorrect - it was for the DEFA gun which is now
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From Zac Weighman, Michigan
Ref: Journal #484, Pg. 44, IPCO Graphite Wads
When I saw the IPCO box in issue #484 I
knew I had a similar box around somewhere.
Well I finally found it and a scan is included
here. Mine is not a box of graphite wads but a
box of graphite bullet lubricant and the original address is not blacked out. The address area
of the label is damaged, but with a magnifier I
can still read it. The address is “Box 14
Wakefield, Massachusetts” I cannot offer any
information on dating the box, sorry.

From Chris Punnett, Ontario
Ref: .38 Blank Identification Required

From Peter White, Australia
Ref: .303 British with long neck

Came across this blank while looking over someone’s
collection. Appears to be .38 caliber with a roll crimp over a
red wax or lacquer seal. Rim is thinner than a normal .38.
Brass case/primer, headstamp is a DC 43 I C. Primer has three
triangular crimps.
Dimensions: Case length: 0.358" (9.09mm)
Rim dia.:
0.426" (10.82mm)
Head dia.:
0.376" (9.55mm)

Can anyone provide any information about this apparent
.303” black-powder cartridge with a long neck. Maybe a
Mk. I projectile enclosed in an extended neck or multiball?
Headstamp is R L 9 0.

11th Annual North Cartridge Show
October 26-27, 2012
at the Leroy Sportsman Club, Leroy, Illinois
Lodging at local Red Roof Inn. Tel: 309-962-4700 / 800-800-8000
8ft tables $25.00
Friday: 8am til ?, Saturday 8am to 2pm
Open to public
$5 admission - free to all cartridge club members with current membership cards
Contact: Steve Anderson, 605 Meadow Lane, Leroy, Illinois 61752. Tel: 309-962-7641
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From Dwight Jackson, Alberta

From Don Blyth, Ontario

Ref: Journal #486, Pg. 43, Ensign Air Cartridges

Ref: Eley Winnipeg Shotshells

After seeing the box of Saxby Palmer air cartridges in
the last issue, I remembered mine and snapped an image or
two.

I recently picked up a two-piece shotshell box by Eley
Winnipeg. Side label print is black-on-white with “SOFT BB”
in red. The top label is missing. Question: can anyone send
along a xerox of the top label? I have five other variations of
Eley Canada boxes but have never seen this one before.

From Peter Vierke, Ontario
Ref: Identification Required, Please.

These .22 cal. lead-pellet Air Cartridges were developed sometime in the 1980’s, and were filled by using a
hand pump with 1 to 6 strokes to vary the power (quoted
velocities are 800 fps max). They were used in the Ensign
Royal Air Rifle System. This bag is a later issue of the
Mark One series (a plastic bag is cheaper than a printed
box). The three singles are: an early Mark One in grey
plastic, a common Mark One in orange plastic and a later
Mark Two with aluminium body construction (the plastic
cases were not repairable, and
the aluminium cases were). All
of them are dimensionally identical at 0.715” (18.18mm) in diameter and 2.964” (75.27mm)
in length. The plastic cases
have MADE IN ENGLAND raised
along the beveled edge of the
base, but the aluminium case is
without markings. All these
became illegal in January 2004
when the Anti-Social Behavior
Act of 2003 came into effect.
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(1). Paper Cartridge.
Bullet dia.: 0.446" (11.43mm)
Base dia.: 0.492" (12.5mm)
“Case” length: 2.205" (56mm)
O/A length: 2.555" (64.9mm)

(2). .58 Cal.?
Copper RWS primer is seated deeper than normal and thus
might not be original. Paper patch just visible at casemouth.
Rim dia.: 0.738 (18.75mm)
Head dia.: 0.640 (16.26mm)
Mouth dia.: 0.620 (15.75mm)
Bullet Dia.: 0.574 (14.48mm)
Case length: 1.672 (42.47mm)
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37mm / .22 M5 Subcaliber Adaptor by Dale Spahr
The 37mm anti-tank gun was used during the early part of World War
II but was found to be too light to pierce the armor of the German tanks.
This subcaliber adaptor was used in the training of troops in the use of the
gun and was officially referred to as “Rifle, Subcaliber, Cal..22, M5.”
Made of solid cast brass, it has an inserted steel barrel chambered for
a .22 rimfire long rifle cartridge. The base is a solid steel plate which
forms the rim and is fastened with four screws.
The parts list shows an approximately 12 inch ramrod (which I do not
have but would like to own) and is used to extract the fired case.
It is my understanding that this is a relatively scarce item and is seldom seen.
Left: base plate, right: locking screw
apperture, far right: “muzzle”. Note that
the insert barrel is slightly off-center to
ensure that firing pin hits the rim of the .22
cartridge.
Significance of “E” on base plate??

Below and opposite are extracts from an Army Service Forces Catalog /
Ordnance Supply Catalog ORD 7 SNL A-48 dated 21 March 1945.
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From the Editor:
Someone gave me this photocopy at SLICS and I
didn’t note who, so my apologies.
The material did not scan well so here is what the
small writing says (I’m assuming you can read the
large letters):
Grand Glass Ball Shooting at Hollis, N.H.
Various Prizes given for the best shot during the
day, best score in Bread and Glass Ball shooting,
best Rifle shot &c.
Pop Beer Lemonade and Tonic. Trouble begins
when you get there.
The shooting will be on road to Bro?kline near E.J.
Colburn’s
Per order Hollis Glass Ball Club.
The question is: What is “Bread and Glass Ball
shooting”? Glass ball shooting is understood but the
reference to “Bread” shooting isn’t.
Strictly speaking, this may not be ammunition related though until we know what “bread” means in
this context, we cannot be sure! It looks like the organizers had already sampled the beer when they wrote
that “all are inited.”
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From Lou Behling, Montana.
Below and opposite: An interesting 1934 memo from Captain René Studler, Frankford Arsenal
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Editor’s Note: The following is an extract from the US Army Ordnance Corps’ Hall of Fame
(http://www.goordnance.army.mil/index.html) regarding René Studler, author of the above memo.
René R. Studler was born 10 February 1895. He joined
the Army and from 1918 to 1919 served as Flying Instructor
at the Air Service Flying School. From 1919 to 1921 he was
Operations Officer and then Commander of the 258th Heavy
Bombardment Squadron, stationed at Aberdeen Proving
Ground (APG), Maryland. Studler’s squadron was heavily
involved in the testing of aircraft ordnance.
Studler transferred from the Air Service to the Ordnance
Department in 1922. After completing the two-year Ordnance
School of Application, he reported to the Office of the Chief
of Ordnance (OCO) in Washington, DC.
Studler next served, from 1928 to 1929, as Proof Officer
in the Gun Testing Division at APG. From 1929 to 1931 he
was stationed in the Philippines as Commander of the 75th
Ordnance Company and then as Adjutant, Executive Officer,
and finally Commander of the Philippine Ordnance Depot.
Returning to the United States, he served in the Engineering Division of the Small Arms Ammunition Department
at Frankford Arsenal. He was commended for his develop-
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ment of armor-piercing .30 and .50 cal. ammunition.
In 1935, Studler returned to OCO to serve again as Assistant Small Arms Officer in the Small Arms Division.
Studler was assigned in 1936 as Assistant Military Attaché
at the US Embassy in London.
In 1940 he was recalled from Europe to serve as Chief of
the OCO. He held this position for the next 13 years, playing
a vital role in developing ground
and aircraft-mounted weapons and
accessories, to include the M-1
helmet, .30 and .50 caliber armorpiercing incendiary ammunition,
the M3 aircraft machine gun, the
M3 submachine gun, the M1 and
M2 carbines, the 2.36 inch and 3.5
inch rocket launchers, and the
57mm, 75mm, and 105mm recoilless rifles. Studler retired in 1953.
He died in August 1980.
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From the IAA Forum
The following material was compiled by an anonymous
IAA member from threads on the IAA Forum.
(http://cartridgecollectors.org/forum/index.php)
The IAA Forum has turned out to be a great research
tool and the source of a great deal of exciting new information on cartridges. This column, which will appear as appropriate in the Journal, will attempt to capture some of the
more fascinating information from the Forum and make it
available to the full IAA membership.

Waltham Abbey Powder Mills
http://iaaforum.org/forum3/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=13063
Peter MacKinven posted the following information
about the long-defunct Waltham Abbey Powder Mills located
in Essex in eastern England....
Despite this being within cycling distance and my having driven past it hundreds of times I’d never ventured to
visit. On a recent wet Monday, having little else to do, I finally made the expedition.
Initially set up in the 1660s the site was purchased by
the Crown in 1787. The site was ideally placed being well
inland and thus reasonably secure from enemy incursion.
There was a plentiful supply of water for both motive power
and transportation, the site had no fewer than three levels of
canal serving it. The mills were greatly expanded in the 1850s
due for demand for powder to pursue the war against the
Russians. It was at this point that steam replaced water as
the main source of power although a hydraulic accumulator
tower was also in use.
Well worth a visit if you’re in the area.
[For more info visit www.royalgunpowdermills.com/historyand-heritage/]

This is the junction between two canals on the site with
lock-gates connecting the two levels.
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Numerous isolated magazines were provided next to the canals
(now dry) for the storage of finished gunpowder. If one blew up
there was enough space between them to prevent a chain reaction. The magazines were connected to other facilities by either a
narrow-gauge railway or by boats on the canals.

To make gunpowder more effective and easier to transport it
was compressed in the Press House. The press itself would have
been in a wooden structure to the left of the massive traverse.
The building with the arched roof was the hydraulic pump house,
powered by a cast iron water wheel. The pump house was roofed
with corrugated iron, one of the first recorded instances of the
use of this material.
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Buildings were designed to contain explosions, either by having
massive concrete walls or traverses separating them from each
other. The external walls and the roofs were light weight and designed to be blown either off or out without causing injuries from
flying debris.

During the First World War production largely switched to making cordite and the site was greatly expanded to increase supply.
This part of the site was known as the ‘New Establishment’.

The area of grass in front of these two magazines was the ‘Burning Ground’ where faulty or unwanted material was burnt off.

When the site ceased production of propellants it became a research centre for British rocketry until it was closed completely
in 1991. There is a small museum showing some of the rockets
produced there, an armoury with a small collection of modern
firearms and numerous bits and pieces of equipment scattered
around the site, the biggest of which is this ballistic pendulum.

Donors to the 2012 IAA Benefit Auction at St. Louis.
Thanks to the following people who donated to the 2012
IAA Benefit Auction at St. Louis:
Paul Anderson, Steven Anderson, William Ballard Jr.,
Rich Barrett, Lou Behling, David Bell, Manfred Beutter,
Douglas Binau, Burrel Boatwright, Victor Brown, Pepper
Burruss (whom I didn’t forget this year), Bob Cameron, Mel
Carpenter, Frank Carrier, Jon Cohen, Lew Curtis, Mel Dark,
Dave Dermon II, Andrew Duguid, Hal Ferguson, Theodore
Fisher, Dave Frederickson, Steve Fuller, Martin Golland, Jim
Hamby, Phil Hert, Jim Hibner, Bruce Holm, Don Johann, Dale
Johnson, George Kass, Brian Kent, Windy Klinect, Chuck
Knoblauch, Ed Kohlberg, John Kuntz, Harvey Lashinsky,
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Brandon Luter, Ken McCorkle, Steve McGregor, Mick
McLaughlin, Michael Meek, John Morris, Peter Moucka,
Gary Muckel, Aaron Newcomer, Robert Newman, Jim
O’Dell, Jeff Osborne, Ronald van der Pluym, Werner Richter,
John Roth, Bob Ruebel, Paul Smith, Dale Spahr, Morten
Støen, Vic Suelter, Harrie Telkamp, Frank Vacca, Randall
Walti, Zac Weighman, Roy White, Otto Witt and Monica
Wright.
I apologize to anyone left out of the above list.

......... Will Adye-White, Auction Coordinator
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From Mike Rhodes, Indiana - An intriguing hand-made wooden reloading press
This well-made press has been crudely dated “1 Sept
1884” using a punch on the back plate. It is made of poplar with the load-bearing pieces of oak.
Referring to the picture at right: the flat top part (1)
lifts off to reveal hoppers for shot and powder. On the lefthand side there is a piece missing (2) but what it does isn’t
clear. The 12-gauge shell (3) is positioned in the press to
give an idea of the scale. The shell would be moved to the
right-hand side (4) to receive powder and/or shot.
Apart from the date, there are
no other marks that would indicate maker.
If anyone can provide any further information about this press,
we would be very pleased to hear
from you.

1

2
3
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From Bob Leiendecker, Virginia

Above: .30 Carbine, Tracer T43. GMCS bullet, orange tip,
nickel primer, violet pa. Headstamp F A 45
Below: .30 Carbine, green wood bullet, Violet pa. Belgian,
headstamped F N 55.

Above: 1930 Parma, front & back. Contents not known.
Below: .45 Line-throwing. Contents not known.
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Company Histories by George Kass
Ayalon Institute, Israeli Military Industries, Rehovot, Israel
The Ayalon Institute was a code name for a clandestine ammunition factory
built by the Haganah in 1945 to supply the Jewish forces in Palestine (later to
become Israel). The plant was to form the basis for the present day Israeli Military Industries small arms ammunition factory.
In three weeks from the time it was decided, an ammunition factory was built
on Kibbutz Hill on the outskirts of Rehovot. A working kibbutz was located
there. The machinery was lowered into the factory through an opening, which
was concealed by a 10-ton baking oven. This was a working bakery. The entrance stairs used by the 45 workers was located under a large washing machine
that pivoted to expose the stairway (see photo).
Between 1945 and 1948, 2.25 million rounds were made at this facility. At
the height of operation 40,000 rounds per day were
produced. The cases were headstamp with either “E”
or “EA”. E for Eretz Israel and A for Ayalon.

Bibliography and References
(1) Zisling, Yael - “The Ayalon Institute” - Gems in Israel; website http://
www.imakenews.com/gems/e_article000012009.cfm; October 26, 2002.

From the Editor
I gather from the feedback that the first all-color Journal
is a success (or at least it is for those who managed to get it
by the time I wrote this).
However, much as I appreciate the compliments, I have
to point out that it is a team thing! I’m just the guy who puts
the jigsaw together but gets all the glory!
Obviously much credit goes to the members who have
sent in excellent material in the shape of articles and quality
photographic material - keep ’em coming. In addition to
those who supply the articles, we must not forget the guys
who do the regular columns in each and every issue. Their
contribution is important as it enables me to provide a reasonable balance so that as many members as possible find
something in their own area of interest in each issue. So I
would like to thank the following for making my job so easy:
Jim Buchanan (Jim Bits); George Kass (Company Histories);
John Kuntz (Patents and Cartridge Prices); Scott Logue (Industry News); Claus Marzen (Clip Art); Paul Smith (Better
Half); and the late Otto Witt (Witt’s End). Let’s not overlook Pepper and Gary who keep us up to date with what’s
going on in the IAA, Zac Weighman who handles new mem-
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ber packages and back issues, Matt Collins who does the
printing labels and annual directory extracts, and along with
Aaron Newcomer, distributes the eJournal. Now you know
how little the editor actually does!
We have two “vacancies” in the ranks of the regular columnists - large caliber and .22 rimfire. So we’re looking for
someone who can commit to providing a page or two of interesting material on the large caliber stuff and a similar person who can cover .22 RF (boxes and/or singles). Whether
it is one page or two pages per issue is up to the person involved. Some of the people who already do regular columns
provide the material already formatted, others just provide a
selection of material and I do the formatting. Call or email
me if you are interested - fame and fortune(?) awaits!
As you will have seen from elsewhere in this issue, we
lost a giant amongst us when Otto Witt passed away. A number of members have asked me what is happening to his
“Witt’s End” column. It will continue while I have material
that Otto sent me before he passed away.

.......Chris Punnett
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Regional & Specialist Clubs
The following is a list of cartridge collectors’ clubs with
information as current as possible. If your club isn’t listed
here or the information is incorrect or incomplete then please
contact the IAA Editor.
Kansas Cartridge Collectors’ Association. Contact: Vic
Suelter, 2185 E. Iron Dr., Lincoln, KS 67455. Newsletter (10-page): bi-monthly. Show: annual.
Nebraska Cartridge Collectors. Contact: Gary Muckel,
(gmuckel@neb.rr.com) 6531 Carlsbad Drive, Lincoln,
NE 68510 . Newsletter (10-page): bi-monthly.
The Rocky Mountain Cartridge Collector Association.
Contact: RMCCA 7954 S.Wagon Wheel Rd., Morrison,
CO 80465. Newsletter: ? Show: Annual
Sioux Empire Cartridge Collector Association. Contact:
Vesta Hobbs, PO Box 212, Norton, KS 67654. Newsletter (8-page): Bi-annual. Show: annual
Western States Cartridge Collectors. Contact: Rick Montgomery, 924 Little Joe Lane, Hamilton, MT 59840.
Newsletter (20-page): bi-monthly. Show: 2/year
Asociación Argentina Coleccionistas de Armas y
Municiones. Casilla de Correo No. 28 - Suc. 1o B - 1401
Buenos Aires, Argentina. Weekly meetings
Australian Cartridge Collectors’ Association. Contact:
Warren Brown, 13 McCudden St., Griffith, NSW 2680,
Australia. Newsletter (28-page): quarterly. Shows: annual and regional
Aguila (Danish Shotshell Club), contact: Lars Malte,
Årøsundvej 29, DK-6100 Haderslev, Denmark.
(lm@hhs.dk). Newsletter: quarterly. Show/Meeting:
quarterly.

European Cartridge Research Association (English group)
Contact: Martin Golland, Chapel House, Deepdale,
Barton-on-Humber, N.Lincs, DN18 6ED UK. Bulletin
(16-page): monthly. Ctg meeting: 2/year
New Zealand Cartridge Collectors Contact: Kevan Walsh,
4 Milton Road, Northcote, Auckland 9, NZ. Newsletter
(16-page): bi-monthly. Show: Annual and regional
Scandinavian Ammunition Research Association. Contact: Morten Støen, Ånnerudstubben 3, N-1383 Asker,
Norway, (mstoeen@online.no). Newsletter: 3/year.
Show/meeting: annual.
Slovak Cartridge Club. Contact: Mr. Jan Franzen,
Brancska 7, 851 01 Bratislava, Slovak Republik. Newsletter (32-page): 2/year.
Society for the Study of Cartridges, Czech Republic
(Spolecnost pro Studium Náboju CSFR), Contact: JUDr
Jaroslav Bubák, Na Kréte 117, 26706 Hýskov, Czech
Republic. Newsletter (32 page): quarterly. Show/Meeting: Annual
South African Cartridge Collectors Association. Contact:
Will Reuter, PO Box 3356, Cramerview 2060 R.S.A.
Newsletter (20-page): Quarterly
Association for the Study & Research of .22 Cal. Rimfire
Cartridges. Contact: Richard Rains, S 4321 Bluff Road,
Spokane, WA 99224. Newsletter (10-page): bi-monthly.
Antique Reloading Tool Collector’s Association. Contact:
Tom Quigley, PO Box 1567, Castle Rock, WA 98611.
Newsletter (30-page): 2/year.

From an Anonymous Member.
Several scarce items - left to right
1. 52-70 centerfire by UMC
2. 52-70 centerfire by U.S.C.Co Farrington primer. The case
has been factory crimped into the bullet and appears to be
the same bullet they used in their 56-52 Spencer cartridge.
The head has been cut away to be used as an “action proving” cartridge.
3. This cartridge has been called a 52 or 54 unknown and more
recently a 52-70 by Winchester. The case mouth is a little
large for a 52-70 , .556" vs .540" for the UMC and .545" for
the U.S.C.Co. rounds.
4. Same as No. 3. The case was badly cracked so I took it apart
and found the powder charge is 63.6 grains; bullet 385 grains.
The primer is a Gardner patent making Winchester the most
likely manufacturer.
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From Dwight Jackson, Alberta
The MARS Family
The MARS self-loading pistol and its
many cartridges were the brainchild of
Hugo Fairfax about the turn of the 20th
century. Records are incomplete so it is
not known all of the calibers that were
experimented with or actually chambered
and sold in a firearm. Of the manufactur1
2
ers who loaded MARS ammunition,
Kynoch and Eley were probably the most
prolific over its short life so it was rather
fitting that Kynamco embarked on a
project to build a set of commemorative
bullet boards featuring early cartridges
from MARS and BSA on them. These socalled Century Boards are featured in an
article of the August 2009 ECRA Bulletin No. 532.
This image shows a comparison between the original
MARS cartridges circa 1900 on the bottom row, and the hand
formed reproductions of Kynamco from 100 years later. No
examples of the 10mm are available (I don’t want to say none
are “known” because someone is bound to have one) for comparison so we are left with the five more widely known calibers: (left to right) .450 short, .450 long, 10mm, .360/9mm
and 8.5mm.
Interesting to note that some of the examples I have appear to have hand-turned bullets (also they are not bright
plated) with different ogive or shape which might suggest
they are prototypes for the project. Cartridges #3 & #4 are

3

4

5

6

7

8

both 10mm but have different ogives. Cartridge #5 is a 9mm
but in this instance is the only hollow-point Kynamco dummy
I have observed (matching the original hollow point below
it). Cartridge #6 is a second 9mm but with a shorter round
nose ogive more closely matching the original. Cartridges
#7 & #8 are both 8.5mm but #8 has a hand turned unplated
bullet with a longer ogive.
Most interesting and perhaps most convincing to some
of these being prototypes is that the #1, while having the
correct ogive/shape etc., is a solid-lead bullet while all the
others I have observed are of bright plated steel. Another
mystery that needs to be solved!

White .58
Mark White is the engineer behind the firearms suppressors of Sound Technology (Sound Tech). I have found several
articles on the web that he has written about using suppressed firearms in hunting (or culling), specifically for (as far as I can
tell) not warning or frightening the other nearby animals while shooting. Information acquired from Woodin Lab. about these
large caliber cases indicate that he also developed a rather large suppressed self-loading pistol while spending his summers up
on Kodiak Island, Alaska. The large .577" caliber leads me to speculate it may have something to do with bear hunting or
protection? After the initial development of the firearm finished, the ATF
became more than “interested” in the project because the caliber exceeded
the maximum allowed so all work on the system ended. All
examples that I have observed appear to be formed directly
from round aluminium bar stock with rim, head and mouth
diameters of 0.620" (15.75mm), and they vary only in their
case lengths: 0.895", 0.907", 0.930", 1.050", 1.060" & 1.080"
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Advertisements
Advertisements in this section are
FREE to members and will be run for four
consecutive issues.
Advertisements by non-members will
be at the rate of $0.50 per word per issue.
Send all ads to the Editor.

Free List. My duplicates and trading stock.
No charge, by e-mail. Hard copy is $3.00
to partially cover copying and postage costs.
Refunded with 1st order. List is about 50
typed pages. Larry Tanzer: ltanzer@tds.net.
Cell phone: 425-241-6690. Mailing address: 6509 West Coeur D’Alene Drive,
Spirit Lake, Idaho 83869 [490]

The number in square brackets after your
ad is the last issue in which it will appear
unless you let us know that you wish to
continue it.

For Sale: Needham, UMC Buffington
patent, Kilby, Steel Nitro, and a very unusual Winchester Repeater salesman’s
sample shotshells at reduced prices. Ron
Stadt. rstadt@frontier.com for list. [490]

Wanted: Coyote Getter cartridge and
M44 capsule packaging. Both Commercial and Government versions from USA,
Canada and possibly African countries. Also
green plastic M44 capsule, must be empty
of poison or inert loaded. These items are
described in my article on the Coyote Getter. Matt Beach alpinehunter@iinet.net.au
[490]

For Sale: A 161 piece collection of
U.M.C.Co. brass shot gun shells. To be sold
as one lot. Includes 44 variations of “pushout anvil” types, and 10 different early
unheadstamped shells by U.M.C. $5.00 for
6-page descriptive inventory with
headstamps and dimensions. Contact Doug
Culver at (919)-690-4735 or Email:
kayanddoug@embarqmail.com [490]

WANTED: 1 or 2 .45-70 Cal. insideprimed cartridges used in the 1873 Springfield trapdoor carbine. Two .44 Cal.
centerfire Henry cartridges and two .45 Cal.
centerfire cartridges used in the 1876 Colt
Army Revolver. John R. Williamson, 672
Redmond Ave. NE, Renton, Washington
98056 425-228-1298 [490]

For Sale: Double Gun Journal, Vols. 1
thru 22-4 includes both Index and readers.
Vol.1 issue 3 missing. $900 plus shipping.
Tom Cowie, Illinois 618-667-7283 (home)
[488]

Wanted: SAKO packets, catalogs and
other ammunition related items. Commercial, non military SAKO ammunition, projectile and unprimed brass packets. All
dates, especially early but also including
modern production. Prefer empty for ease
of international shipping. All SAKO catalogs detailing ammunition. Also SAKO reloading kits. Matt Beach
alpinehunter@iinet.net.au [490]
For Sale: Gun Report magazines in Gun
Report binders in excellent condition. All
prices postpaid within US. 1967-19681969-1970 @ $30 each. 1971-1972-19731974 @ $25 each. Also 9 issues 1975 (no
binder) $18. 6 issues 1959 + 4 issues 1960
with no binders V.G. condition. $25 the set.
6 issues 1961 + 2 issues 1962 + 2 issues
1963 (no binder) $25 the set. J.M. Wise,
660 So. Silver Dr., Apache Junction, AZ
85120. Phone 480-646-1339 [489]
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Large quantity of single 45 ACP’s and
boxes or can sell as a large collection.
Bill Hindin 610-664-4867 [490]
For Sale: 12.04/475 Lazzeroni Bibamufu.
700 JDJ, 600 JDJ & 458 JDJ Whispers.
Also looking for 1” Gatling cartridges. Call
“Bronc” Brancato, Pennsylvania 717-5484042 (home) or 717-341-3223 (work) [489]

Winchester paper shotshells wanted:
WRACO SQ no.10, WRACO XX no.10,
Metal Lined no.10, 1901 Metal Lined no.4
and no.10, 1901 Pigeon no.10, 1901 Blue
Rival no.14, Yellow rival no.14. Jeff
Navratil (607) 547- 7092, email oldnanner@yahoo.com [488]
Soviet Military Manuals. I am offering a
large number of military manuals, most of
which are from the East-German NVA or
the USSR. Amongst those are so far unknown documents, ranging from infantry
cartridges to the Scud-B ballistic missile.
However, I also have some rare manuals of
the German Wehrmacht, like manuals of
aircraft cannon, or the V2 missile for example. The list of my gun and ammunition
manuals with over 200 entries can be downloaded from the internet:
http://www.russianammo.org/Manuals.pdf
Orders can be made through post or email
at: Christian Koll, Feldweg 14, 4040 Linz,
Austria. russianammo@yahoo.com [488]
Clips & Chargers: Wanted: Ammunition
Clips and Chargers. Will buy entire collections and/or ammunition collections consisting of substantial clipped ammo. For more
info, contact Claus Marzen at 703-359-5351
(leave message, please) or
cmarzen@cox.net. [487]
Free British Cartridge List - Email
dickfraser@worldnet.att.net or send SASE
to Dick Fraser, Box 116, Marion, CT 06444
[489]

Wanted: 1 or 2 of the piddly little WW2
Federal steel-cased .22 Long Rifle cartridges. Gordon Martin, 7630 Heather
Drive, Stockton, CA 19207
gordon7630@comcast.net [489]

Wanted .577 Snider Cartridges. singles,
boxes/packages - empty or full. Manufacturing tools, etc. Want all loadings, variations, sporting, military, contractors contemporary and modern. Excellent trades in most
fields. John A. Belton, Box 425 Merrickville,
Ontario Canada K0G 1N0 613-926-2469
email: jbeltonswilkes@sympatico.ca [490]

Wanted: 455 Eley, 380 Eley, 450 Boxer and
38-44 Target Gallery black powder boxes
(tin or cardboard) prefer full with original
rounds for Colt Single Actions Revolver.
Greg Brown, 3735 Peaceable Road,
McAlester, OK 74501 Tel: 918-424-4734
or gregbrown3911@gmail.com. [488]

WANTED: 7.62x25 Tokarev/Mauser Cartridges. I collect all lots, dates, variations,
boxes, packets, and info. All responses answered. Jon Cohen, 273 Beacon Dr.
Phoenixville, PA 19460. 610-933-7318
cohenim@verizon.net or
jcohen@ojrsd.com [490]
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Wanted: .44 Henry, most any HS or no HS,
need raised U or no HS to fill a box, need
US impressed HS with belted bullet to fill a
box, will consider all .44 Henrys. .44 Cal.
Percussion Cartridge packs. .44 Colt, all
early singles and all boxes with copper primers, also early Frankford Arsenal singles and
cartridge packs. .45 Colt, all early singles
and all boxes with copper primers, also early
FA singles and cartridge packs. .36 Cal.
percussion cartridge packs. .38 Colt, all
early singles and all boxes with copper primers, also early FA singles and early cartridge
packs. Also, early box that says .38 Colt
Navy. Colt Thuer cartridges, .31, .36, .44
calibers. .50 caliber Smith, singles and cartridge packs, for Smith civil war era carbine. .50 caliber Morse, singles and cartridge packs, for Morse civil war era carbine. (a unique cartridge with a percussion
cap for a primer, the cap is embedded in
gutta-percha, with the rim having a “top hat”
appearance. Otherwise it looks about the
same as an early .50-70 cartridge.) Most
any other early cartridges and boxes, that
raise my interest. Most of the cartridge
items I am interested in would be from the
period of about 1860 to 1900. Some of the
percussion cartridge packs could be earlier,
i.e., for the 1851 Colt Navy, etc. I am also
interested in early accoutrements, such as
flasks and tools, etc.. Will buy outright or
trade, I have a large collection of early cartridges, many rare. Paul Bennett, 216 Old
Forge Rd., Chapin, SC 29036 803-7994323 Bennettpz@aol.com [487]
WANTED: Japanese airgun pellet packaging. I collect Japanese airgun pellet packets, tins and related literature. I’m especially
looking for pre-WW2 Japanese brands such
as Indian and Penguin, and the Kawaguchiya Firearms Co BSA pellets. Please
contact me if you have any Japanese pellet
packaging, full, partial or empty. George
Foster, tantomurata177@aol.com [487]
Wanted: Winchester 2-pc boxes, especially M76, Hi-Wall Express, M86 and
M73/92 calibers. Also early (pre1900) boxes in Win, Sharps, Colt, M&H
and Bullard calibers by other makers. Prefer full of orig rounds. Ray Giles, Box
670894, Dallas, TX 75367-0894. Tel: 214361-6577. email: ray@rtgammo.com.
Website: www.rtgammo.com [490]
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WANTED; Wanted; WW1 German ordnance shell casings; 80x584mm,
88x390mm, 88x571mm, 150x577mm,
150x815mm, 210x837mm and 20x70mm
Becker cannon. Contact Dick Roback:
robac003@tc.umn.edu [487]
WANTED 18.3mm (.72in) Austrian Infantry Musket paper cartridges, ball and/or
three-ball (grapeshot) loads. For additional
information see pages 2 and 3, figures 1-3,
of The History and Development of Small
Arms Ammunition, Volume One, by George
A. Hoyem. I will buy or trade for 18.3mm
(.72in) Austrian Infantry Musket paper cartridges for my collection. Please call Joe
Sutphin at 410-529-0792 (5-9 PM EST) or
E-mail karenandjoesutphin@yahoo.com
[488]
Wanted: .44 Colt by Colt. Complete roll
of the green Maynard pistol tape primers
and a small primer cap for the .50 Maynard
- M1866. Paul Molans. cell: 724-787-5447
[490]
For Sale: Hubel Wildcat cartridges, .458
Hubel Express, .499 Hubel Express, .585
Short Hubel Express, .585 Hubel Express,
.585 Hubel Super Magnum, .700 Short
Hubel Express, .700 Hubel, .700 Hubel Express, 28ga From Hell, 20ga. From Hell,
12ga. From Hell, 12ga. From Hell Belted,
8ga. From Hell, and 4 Bore. For a list of
prices please send a S.A.S.E. to:
Zachary Weighman, 3451 Brown Fire Lane,
Williamsburg, MI 49690 or email me at
cartguy@torchlake.com. [490]
Wanted: Japanese Ordnance, bombs,
fuzes, shells, mines or anything unusual. Interested in any previously restricted material concerning Japanese ordnance. Frank
Lance, 6600 Stedman Rd., Fenwick, MI
48834 galen@midmich.net Phone: (989637-4385) [489]
LINKS: MG disintegrating belt links
bought, sold, traded, identified, appraised.
Ted Bradstreet, PO Box 182, Albion, ME
04910-0182 (207)437-9378
tbstreet@midmaine.com [489]
WANTED: Clips, links, MG belts and cartridge chargers. Peter Moucka, 262-2429767 zorrywolf@aol.com [490]

For Sale: Extensive US rimfire collection.
The only list I have is for the raised
headstamp rimfires. Call for more details.
Bill Hindin 610-664-4867
billhindin@gmail.com [490]
Wanted: Remington Autoloading 25,30,32
and 35 caliber boxes, singles, auxiliary cartridges, broken shell extractors, gauges, etc.
All brands- Remington, Peters, Sears, Ward,
Western, Savage, U.M.C., Winchester,
U.S.C.Co., Dominion, Browning, DWM,
Fiocchi, Standard Arms, FN, PMC, Spanish (reworked 7.9 Mauser), Gambles, and
any other. Eldon Fehrenbach, 122 W. Chestnut, Ness City, Ks. 67560, Tel: 785-7983519, email: fehrenba@gbta.net [489]
Wanted: .44 Merwin & Hulbert box and/
or cartridges. Richard Atkinson, 620-2319256 or ratkinson45@gmail.com [488]
WANTED - The following cartridges for a
good friend’s collection: .55-100 Maynard
1882, .45-100 Remington 2-5/8, .44-100
Wesson, .44-70 Maynard 1882, .40-90
Peabody, .40-70 Maynard 1882. Thank you,
please contact me at dickfraser@att.net
[489]
WANTED: Any Newton or NewtonAdolph items, cartridges, cases, bullets,
paper, etc. Especially want .33 (.338" diameter) and .40 (.408" diameter) Newton
or Newton-Reed bullets/bulleted rounds.
Ted Bradstreet 207-437-9378
tbstreet@midmaine.com [489]
For Sale or Trade: 5.56x45 (223 REM)
and 50 Cal BMG (12.7x99), for the latest
updated lists of cartridges, from around the
world, all reasonably priced, send your EMail address to Ron Fuchs at
cartridges@cox.net [488]
WANTED: 9mm Borchardt cartridge. For
additional information see IAA Journal,
#444, July/August, 2005, “The Genesus of
the 9mm Paraballum Cartridge” by Dr. G.L.
Sturgess, page 9, figure 7, and Robert T.
Buttweiller, LTD., Collector’s Ammunition,
Volume X, Number 3, Item 662. I will buy
or trade for a 9mm Borchardt cartridge for
my collection. Please call Joe Sutphin at
410-529-0792 (5-9 PM EST) or E-mail me
at karenandjoesutphin@yahoo.com [488]
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50 Caliber military cartridge collector buy, sell, or trade. Looking for singles,
boxes, collections, etc. of .50 caliber BMG,
BAT, Gyrojet, Lockless, Folded, Caseless,
Tround, Telescoped etc., including issued
rounds, experimentals, and derivatives (.30/
.50, .60/.50, .50/20mm, etc). Send $1.00 for
latest Want and Duplicates lists. Finder’s
fee paid for tips leading to specimens for
my collection. Keith Pagel, PO Box 305,
Warsaw, IN 46581 ( 260-432-3515 )
Keith.R.Pagel@CenturyLink.com [490]
Experimental Winchester, Remington and
Colt ammunition for sale. Please see them
at gunauction.com and Gunbroker.com by
searching for seller RAMPANT1. Thank
you, Dick Fraser [489]
For Sale: Gyrojets, Finjets, etc. Please
check the “MBA Items for Sale” page at
http://www.gyrojet.net for a list of MBA
Gyrojets and related items which are for
sale. New items are added to the list weekly,
and will be sold outright or traded for
Gyrojets and other ordnance needed for my
collection. For foreign collectors, delivery
may be made at SLICS. Mel Carpenter,
mel@gyrojet.net, (904) 272-5070. [488]
WANTED: 9.5 x 60R Turkish Mauser
cartridge(s) and/or brass casings made for
the Model 1887 Turkish Mauser rifle. The
head stamp is in Arabic script. Please e-mail
Craig Cicconi at craig.cicconi@verizon.net
or phone at 412-828-7363 [487].
Cartridges for sale: U.S. C.F. rifle / U.S.
Military / metric rifle / British rifle / pistol
& revolver / rimfire. Email for lists or send
$2.00 to cover postage for printed copies.
Charles M. Gross 133 Pine Road
Evans City, PA 16033
charlesmg@zoominternet.net [489]
www-ammo-one.com, Single Cartridges,
Books, Plastic Ammunition Sleeves, cleaning equipment, We also deactivate to ship
World Wide! 1,000s of calibers in stock!
Buy, Sell, Trade. Dave @ 207-642-7980
[488]
Daisy V/L items of any type wanted. Have
V/L materials, including cartridges, for
trade. Ted Bradstreet (207)437-9378
tbstreet@midmaine.com [489]
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WANTED: 9x19mm (9mm Luger) box,
full, partial or empty, for Polish VISRADOM pistol as issued from 1936-1939
to the Polish military. Richard Atkinson,
620-231-9256
ratkinson45@gmail.com [488]

Want to buy or trade for 9mmP pre 1919
steel cased rounds. Prefer loaded but will
take empty, fired, dented, rusty etc. Bill
Hindin, 123 Summit Lane, Bala Cynwyd,
Pa. 19004, 610-664-4867
billhindin@gmail.com [490]

WANTED: any cartidge of any type or caliber with raised “St.” headstamp. Ted
Bradstreet (207)437-9378
tbstreet@midmaine.com [489]

For Sale or Trade: Lots of wildcat, commercial and military cartridges for sale or
trade. For those outside U.S., many are
available with inert filler or as dummies.
Email Ed Reynolds edrey30@gmail.com
for listing. [488]

For sale: Liquidation of cartridge collection spanning 60 years. List # 1 - Metric
sporting cartridges. $ 5.00. List # 2,
Suppplements # 1 & # 2 - Centerfire, Dominion, Imperial, Browning, Connecticut
Ctg. Co., Hoffman, Newton, A-Square,
Weatherby, Peters, and Remington
headstamps. $ 5.00. List # 2, Supplement #
3 - Centerfire, U.S.C.Co., U.M.C. Co., &
Western headstamps. $ 5.00
List # 2, Supplement # 4 - American
centerfire of various manufacture. $ 5.00.
List # 2, Supplement # 5 - Centerfire,
W.R.A.Co., headstamps. $ 5.00. List # 3,
Supplement # 1 - Foreign manufacture
shotshells, excluding British and all 16
gauge. $ 5.00 Color photos provided for $
10.00. List # 3, Supplement # 2 - Foreign
Pinfire Shotshells $ 5.00
List # 3, Supplement # 3 - Foreign
Shotshells, Slugs, Balls, & Buckshot. $ 5.00
Photos available on request.. List # 3,
Supplement # 4 - Export shotshells, US
companies with foreign plants, etc. Germany, Italy, England, Mexico, Australia,
New Zealand & others. $ 5.00 . List # 4,
Supplement # 1 - Metric pistol and revolver
cartridges. $ 5.00. List # 4, Supplement # 2
- British pistol and revolver cartridges. $
5.00. All cartridges are single specimens
Send check or money order to: John
Heyman, 131 14th Street, Springfield, OR
97477 or call 541-747-6713 business days.
[489]
For Sale: Continued liquidation of cartridge collection spanning 60 years. This
is a new supplement to previously published
lists. List #3, Supplement #5. 255 foreign
brass/metal shotshells (excluding British)
All different. $ 5.00 Send check or money
order to: John Heyman, 131 14th Street,
Springfield, OR 97477.
Email: hlock2@qwestoffice.net [489]

WANTED: 50 BMG singles or collections,
223, gyrojets, lockless, folded, caseless,
trounds, telescoped, wildcats, Experimental cartridges, flechettes, depleted uranium
rounds, and ordnance up to 40mm. Contact
Keith Lampear, 23748 Scott Drive,
Framington Hills, MI 48336 248-797-1992
klampear@sbcglobal.net [489]
Want to sell: advanced 7.62 x 39 collection and 7.92 Kurtz collection of 200 different lot numbers. Call or email for more
details. Bill Hindin, 610-664-4867
billhindin@gmail.com [490]
Shotshell Singles List: All American, no
foreign, all paper or metal, no plastics. Over
275 interesting varieties, all in very-good
to mint condition. Price $2.00 refundable
on first purchase. Bob Reichenbach, PO
Box 574, Northford, CT 06472-0574 [488]
.30 M1 Carbine Cartridges, hundreds of
duplicates - will sell as singles or as a small
collection. Bill Hindin: 610-664-4867
billhindin@gmail.com [490]
450 Headstamps. I am looking specifically
for the following headstamps on .450 Short
revolver cartridges: Cyrillic headstamp by
S&B; M [in circle] .450; LBC-M 450; VFM
450 (not VFM CA); WILKINSON 450
(with the ‘450’). Chris Punnett, 996248
RR#1, Mansfield, ON L0N1M0, Canada
(705-435-3527) cpunnett@sympatico.ca
[487]
For Sale: Duplicate 38 specials. Call or
email for particulars.
Bill Hindin, billhindin@gmail.com
610-664-4867 (10am-5pm) EST. [490]
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Wanted - .25 ACP / 6.35 mm auto pistol
cartridges. I collect all headstamps and
variations (U.S. and Foreign), boxes (full,
partial and empty), advertising and misc. information. Send me a list of what you have.
Bob Ruebel, 37752 880th Ave., Olivia, MN
56277. 320-522-0230
ruebel.bob@gmail.com [490]
Info Needed, on the following companies:
Cartoucherie Torbeck and Cartoucherie
Inaroff, Russia (associated with SFM and
Cartoucheries Russo-Belge), Dudley
Williamson, London (I have postal directories info and box labels but need company
history and catalogs), Maurice Megret (need
dated catalogues if they exist). Chris
Punnett, 996248 RR#1, Mansfield, ON
L0N1M0, Canada (705-435-3527)
cpunnett@sympatico.ca [487]
WANTED: Kynoch Packets. In particular: (1) Red and pink two tone, one piece,
boxes. So far only found in shot loadings.
Need 7mm walking stick shot. (2) Nobel
Industries centrefire, two-piece packets.
Kyle Pearson, Australia.
kpearson@rmfs.net.au [488]

IAA Website Advertising
IAA Members are encouraged to take advantage of FREE
advertising on the IAA web site’s “Buy/Sell/Trade” forum. See
http://cartridgecollectors.org/forum/index.php to post or view ads
where you can also include images.

European Cartridge Research Association
The European Cartridge Research Association (E.C.R.A. for
short) is not quite as old as the I.A.A., but runs it a close second,
being now more than 45 years old. Its monthly bulletin The
Cartridge Researcher is published in five languages, English,
French, German, Dutch and Spanish and is sent by airmail to
overseas members. It contains many Questions and Answers,
plus articles and information. The annual dues are $45 for overseas members for the English-language version and the subscription period is the calendar year. Those joining during the year will receive backissues of the bulletin from the start of the year.
Please contact Vic Engel, 1815 Ginny Lane, Williamsport, PA 17701, USA for a
membership application form, or write the Secretary of the English Language Group
of the E.C.R.A. - Martin Golland, Chapel House, Deepdale, Barton-on-Humber, N.
Lincs DN18 6ED, UK.

From Terry Warnock, Australia.
This is from a Baker 1956 catalogue
showing supposedly full-size**
sketches of the the various 303-22,
303-25 cases, with the various names
given to them. I have not seen the
303-25 referred to as Express before.
The 303-22 came in 2 main neck
lengths, the Falcon being the less predominant and shorter surviving one.
I have also seen it referred to as 30322 Rocket, particularly on early ‘Super’ boxes. The slightly longer length
was 303 Sprinter, also available in
Rimless as shown here, and also in
25 Rimless. Think I have this right.
** - Editor’s note: shown slightly
larger than “full size” on this page.
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Witt’s End - by Otto Witt

.22 & 6mm Rimfires (Part 5)

G.F.L. in
Hornady
packaging Why????

The name’s
familiar but ......

9.3 x 62mm Series
Illustrations on this
page are not all to the
same scale
IAA Journal Issue 487, Sep./Oct. ’12
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From Don Blyth, Ontario.
A couple of C-I-L ashtrays
Below, from Jim Buchanan.
A couple of shotshell print blocks
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From Bill Hindin, Pennsylvania: A Ferret box using Remington
high-brass, green plastic case with blue segmented top wad.
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